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Picture on the front page: page 11 of the July edition of the magazine “Maya Nasa against the 

evil forces. The story begins...” (Maya Nasa contra las Fuerzas del Mal. La Historia 

Comienza....) Fundación Maya Nasa organizes information campaigns to prevent the 

recruitment of children by illegal armed forces. Every month, the magazine of Maya Nasa is 

distributed at schools throughout Colombia. The picture on the front page explains that the 

Colombian Institute for Family Welfare helps all children that have demobilized from illegal 

armed groups. 
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 Abstract  
 
Over the past five decades, a civil war between guerilla movements, paramilitary 

organizations and the government has plagued Colombian society. The emergence of massive 

traumas and a culture of violence have damaged the social tissue of society. Under these 

circumstances it becomes ‘attractive’ for children to join illegal armed groups. In Colombia, 

an estimated 14.000 children are turned into weapons of war, trained to commit brutal acts of 

violence. The physical, psychological and social development of these children is seriously 

obstructed. 

To assist former child soldiers, after being caught, demobilized or having deserted, the 

Colombian Institute for Family Welfare executes, since 1999, a reintegration program 

specifically designed for these children. In addition, special Juvenile Centers for Reference 

and Opportunity were established for the age group between eighteen and twenty-four years 

of age.  

At first glance these programs seem to be well designed, but the overall development, the 

economic reintegration and the social reintegration of the children and adolescents are 

inadequately supported. This thesis will provide you with the understanding that matching the 

programs with the needs of reintegrating former child soldiers, is quite a challenge.  
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Introduction 

 
‘My squad had to kill three people. After the first one was killed, the commander told me that 

the next day I’d have to do the killing. I was stunned and appalled. I had to do it publicly, in 

front of the whole company, fifty people. I had to shoot him in the head. I was trembling. 

Afterwards, I couldn’t eat. I’d see the person’s blood. For weeks, I had a hard time sleeping’.1   

 

Human history is marked by conflict and warfare. Wars over land, raw materials, authority, 

water and status, among others, have been fought in battlefields all over the world.  For 

millennia a clear distinction has been made between civilians and warriors, confining the 

battlefield to mainly male adult warriors. Singer (2006: 4) explains that throughout history 

implicit war codes, honored in ancient cultures like China and African tribal societies up to 

the contemporary Geneva Conventions, have condemned the involvement of civilians and 

above all children in armed conflicts. However, within the last few decades a disturbing shift 

has become visible in the way these honor codes of war have been perceived. Nowadays, even 

children have come to play an evident role in conflicts all over the world, both as victims and 

as perpetrators of violence. 

The situation in Colombia, where for almost five decades an ongoing civil war has 

ravaged the country, has turned into a humanitarian disaster. The conflict between leftist 

guerrilla movements, the Colombian government and paramilitary organizations affects the 

entire population. Not only are civilians no longer excluded from accidental attacks, they have 

become primary targets of tremendous forms of violence. Internal displacement, kidnapping, 

homicide, genocide, forced disappearances, torture, extortion, acts of terrorism, destruction of 

property and other violations of the international human rights are inflicted upon men, women 

and children throughout the entire country. The Colombian government fails to prevent large 

segments of society from taking justice into their own hands, thereby using violence as a 

legitimate means to solve problems.  

In Colombia a culture of violence has evolved, in which social relationships, politics, 

norms, values, and even notions of time and space are permeated and redefined by violence 

and fear. (Restrepo in Koonings & Kruijt, 2004; Fischer, 2004) This has resulted in a socially 

damaged and collectively traumatized society, which fails to guarantee its citizens social 

protection, personal well-being and equality. A lack of trust and solidarity, a reduced supply 

                                                 
1  Oscar, 12 years old, in Human Rights Watch, You’ll learn not to cry, 2003: 64 
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of social capital and the existence of collective and individual traumas have eroded the social 

cohesion. 

Because Colombian children grow up within a culture of violence, the norms, values and 

attitudes they internalize are based on violence and fear. As a result, especially children from 

the lower socioeconomic levels of society, who deal with, for example, poverty, intra-family 

violence, internal displacement, alcoholism and drug abuse, easily become prey to the 

recruitment of armed groups. All irregular armed forces in Colombia recruit children, 

sometimes even as young as eight years of age. Although the precise numbers of children 

used in combat are unknown, Human Rights Watch (2003: 4) estimates that over a quarter of 

the participants in irregular armed forces consist of children under the age of eighteen.  These 

children grow up under extremely harsh circumstances. They are trained and treated like 

adults and are forced to commit the most horrible atrocities. But the fact that the development 

of children has not yet been completed deprives these children of adequate coping 

mechanisms, hence it is assumed that children are even more vulnerable than adults to the 

effects of traumatic events. 

Since the Second World War the need to internationally regulate the recruitment and use 

of children in hostilities has increased, resulting in a variety of treaties concerning 

international humanitarian law and international human rights law. Colombia has ratified both 

the Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions and the Convention on the Rights of the Child. 

Moreover, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, accepted by 

Colombia’s government in 2000, ‘prohibits the compulsory military recruitment of children 

under the age of eighteen and establishes that armed groups that are distinct from the armed 

forces of a State should not, under any circumstances, recruit or use in hostilities persons 

under the age of eighteen years’ (Human Rights Watch, 2003: 3).  

It is not only of vital importance to sign international treaties that stop the recruitment of 

minors, but also to turn yet existing soldiers back into children. The question is how to do 

this. It is very important that child soldiers, after being caught, demobilised or having 

deserted, receive special care through reintegration programs, specifically designed for 

children. The indoctrination that has turned children into weapons of war must be annulled. 

Instead they have to internalize the norms and values that determine civil society. ‘The 

transition to civilian life requires the change of habits, mentalities and behavior not only with 

regard to the job market, but also to be able to live together with other people and to solve 

problems in a nonviolent way’ (Contreras Rolón et al, 2006: 8). However, according to 

Betancourt et al. (2005) the issue of child soldiers is still shielded from researchers’ and 
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policy makers’ eyes, and little is known about the specific needs of these children at the 

moment they are reintegrating into society.  

Since 1999, Colombia has executed a reintegration program that is specifically designed 

to assist former child soldiers with their reintegration into society. To gain a better 

understanding of the specific needs of these children and to discover whether the offer of this 

reintegration program in Colombia, corresponds with their needs, I have executed field 

research in Bogotá from February to June 2008. The central research question in this 

investigation was: What are the specific needs of former child soldiers that are reintegrating 

into civilian life in Colombian society, and are their needs met by what reintegration programs 

currently offer? This investigation is socially relevant, since it is possible to formulate 

interventions that stimulate the reintegration of former child soldiers and academically 

relevant, because the results of this research can be brought to the attention of researchers and 

policy makers, like Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)2 and other humanitarian 

groups.  

During the four months that I stayed in Bogota I have performed qualitative research, 

using participant observation, in-depth interviews and informal conversations to collect 

information. I have done around 25 interviews with academics and staff members of the 

organizations that work with child soldiers. In addition, I have interviewed 25 former child 

soldiers who receive assistance from the Juvenile Center for Reference and Opportunity that 

is part of an organization called Cafam. I met these youngsters every week at the psychosocial 

trainings, organized by Cafam. These trainings were attended by over two hundred 

adolescents, which gave me plenty of opportunities to have informal conversations and make 

observations. Most of the interviews with academics and staff members took place at their 

offices and I interviewed the youngsters in their own environment, so I could see where and 

how they work and live. For privacy and security reasons I have used only fictive names to 

quote my informants throughout this thesis. Appendix 1 contains a list of their names.  

During my investigation I have met a few difficulties. First of all, it was very hard to get 

access to the reintegration programs. For security reasons the Colombian Institute for Family 

Welfare (ICBF), the institution that is responsible for under aged former child soldiers, does 

only allow researchers to their program after a bureaucratic process that takes months or even 

years. As a result, I did not get any access to the NGOs, contracted to execute their 

reintegration program. Second, most information concerning child soldiers is confidential. 

                                                 
2 See Appendix 2 for a list of abbreviations 
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Again, without permission of the ICBF it was impossible to obtain that information. Therefore 

the information I have been able to collect, with regard to this program, is derived from the 

youngsters that have attended the program before they turned eighteen, former staff members, 

other studies and one actual staff member who coordinates the foster families in Bogotá. 

In this thesis I will present the results of this investigation. The first chapter will provide a 

theoretical framework in which important concepts will be discussed. To give insight in the 

sociopolitical background in which the child soldier dilemma is embedded, I will first explain 

the concepts of a culture of violence and massive trauma. It will become clear that the 

deterioration of the social cohesion, as a result of a culture of violence and massive traumas, 

contributes to the active participation of children in violent conflicts. I will then explain how 

children are turned into soldiers. Furthermore, by describing the effects of war on the social 

tissue of society, it will become clear why societies allow their children to get involved in 

armed conflict. The concepts of social cohesion, social capital, trust and solidarity will 

thereby be explained. Finally, I will discuss how the recovery from violent conflict should be 

realized, so that societies become receptive to reintegrating former child soldiers.  

Reintegration, reconciliation, dependency, paternalism and stigmatization are key concepts in 

this last part of the theoretical framework. 

The second chapter will tell the story of Giovanni, a former child soldier. Based on this 

story I will outline what it means to be a child soldier in Colombia, thereby discussing the 

Colombian conflict, the factors that contribute to the recruitment of children, life in an armed 

group and the reintegration programs.  

The third chapter will answer the first research question by describing what the physical, 

psychological and social state is in which child soldiers find themselves after being caught, 

demobilised or after having deserted. To be able to identify the needs of these children and 

adolescents, it is of vital importance to understand to what extend their development has been 

affected. In addition, knowledge of the situation of these children, is essential for the 

recognition of the risk factors that expose them again to the recruitment of illegal armed 

groups and criminal organizations. 

The question of the specific needs of reintegrating child soldiers, considering their 

situation, capacities and interests will be answered in the fourth chapter. The reintegration 

programs, designed for former child soldiers, focus on the overall development of the 

children, their social reintegration and their economic reintegration. In this chapter a 

distinction, having these three aspects in mind, will be made between the needs of former 

child soldiers, so it becomes possible to critically evaluate these programs in chapter five.  
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In the fifth, and last empirical, chapter I will outline what reintegration programs currently 

offer to encourage the reintegration of child soldiers, thereby describing how the proposition 

of assistance correspond with the needs of former child soldiers. Because of the division, 

made in chapter four, it will instantly become clear on what aspects these programs 

accomplish the reintegration of former child soldiers. 

Finally, the conclusion will give an answer to the main research question. It will become 

unambiguous that what reintegration programs offer does not generally correspond to what 

children need to be able to successfully reintegrate into Colombian society. Therefore, based 

on my observations and interviews with child ex-soldiers and experts I will give 

recommendations with regard to a more successful reintegration of former child soldiers. 
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Chapter 1  Children in war-torn societies:  

A theoretical explanation  
 

After decades of internal conflict, collective traumas and a culture of violence have emerged, 

which have a negative effect on how Colombian people live together on a daily basis. Within 

the cycle of violence, traumas and a diminished social cohesion, the circumstances are created 

in which children start to actively participate in the armed conflict. With the involvement of 

children as soldiers, the cycle of violence closes is complete; renewed violence and traumas 

continue to harm the social tissue of society. To be able to understand how the social cohesion 

of a society is damaged, it is important to analyze how the concepts of social capital, trust and 

solidarity are each affected by violence and fear. In addition, these concepts play a key role in 

breaking the vicious circle of violence and the reestablishment of peace. To get insight in the 

theoretical background against which the phenomenon of child soldiers emerges, I will use 

this chapter to further explain the theoretical concepts described above. 

The first paragraph will explain how a culture of violence and massive traumas reinforce 

each other, thereby creating a vicious circle that breaks down the social fabric of society. The 

second paragraph will explain how training and indoctrination turns children into weapons of 

war, ready to fight and kill, without moral scrupulous. The third paragraph will outline what 

this social damage in war-torn societies entails, in terms of trust, social capital and solidarity. 

Finally, in the fourth paragraph I will suggest how societies can break the cycle of violence, 

establishing reintegration and reconciliation by restoring social capital, trust, solidarity, and 

empathy. I will also explain how the process of recovery from violent conflict will be 

obstructed in case the needs of those affected by war and conflict, are ignored. 

 

§1 Massive trauma and the emergence of a culture of violence 
 

According to Sztompka (2000: 451) trauma, originally a medical term, ‘refers to the impact of 

a sudden event, leaving long-term destructive effects on the body, incapacitating it in some 

important respect.’ Within the field of psychiatry the notion of trauma became applied to the 

psyche, resulting in a psychological disability called Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 

This psychiatric disorder, described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV) of the 

American Psychiatric Association, ‘refers to a sense of profound helplessness in the face of 

overwhelming danger, anxiety and arousal when confronted with an external situation in 
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which there is a high risk of death or injury to oneself or to another’ (Apfel & Simon, 1996: 

54). Moreover frequently occurring symptoms like nightmares, insomnia, a lack of appetite, 

apathy, depression and aggression, PTSD can result in a wide variety of other psychological 

disorders: brief psychotic disorder, anxiety disorders, dissociative amnesia, conversion 

disorder, specific phobia, substance abuse disorders and borderline personality disorder, 

among others. (Apfel & Simon, 1996: 59) 

Recently, the concept of a psychological trauma has also been applied to large groups of 

people. In societies, that have experienced decades of internal conflict, traumas are passed on 

from one generation to the next, affecting not only individuals, but also society as a whole. It 

is then called a collective or massive trauma. According to Sztompka (2000: 459) the 

symptoms of a collective trauma are anomie, civilizational incompetence, social friction, 

distrust syndrome, collective guilt, collective shame, crisis of identity, legitimating crisis and 

a cultural lag.  

According to Sztompka (2000: 455) a collective trauma emerges when quick, unexpected, 

and radical social changes occur, for example at the outbreak of wars, revolutions, terrorist 

attacks, radical economic changes and genocide. Robben (2005: 346-349) states that a 

collective trauma occurs when excessive violence and collective losses leave entire 

communities and groups socially and emotionally defenseless, harming their group 

consciousness and affecting their interpretations of the past.  

 According to Robben (2005) the social traumas of the current generation are mixed with 

post-traumatic effects of violence on the parent’s generation, creating a spiral of violence that 

affects the social and cultural tissue of society. ‘Massive trauma is more than the sum total of 

individual suffering because it ruptures social bonds, destroys group identities, undermines 

people’s sense of community, and entails cultural disorientation because taken for granted 

meanings become obsolete’ (Robben, 2005: 346). Positive assumptions concerning the world 

around us and self-esteem instilled in children growing up in a healthy environment, are 

shattered among children whose parents deal with anxiety, feelings of helplessness, trauma 

and a negative outlook on life and the future. Janoff-Bulman (1992, in Apfel & Simon, 1996: 

169) states that ‘…A basic human bond is broken: the possibility of human beings’ having 

faith in each other, having faith in their right to exist.’  

In addition, Apfel and Simon (1996) explain how children often become victims of intra-

family violence, as a result of the parents’ lack of abilities to adequately cope with their 

traumas. Frustrations and worries among parents, caused for example by poverty and 

unemployment, and the excessive use of alcohol and drugs, are often taken out on the 
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children. Family disintegration is both one of the main causes and one of the main effects of 

intra-family violence. Moser and McIlwain (2004: 99) state that ‘other types of violence 

exacerbate intra-family violence, while intra-family violence in turn also generated other 

types of violence.’ 

Violence can thus operate at various different levels simultaneously and be mutually 

reinforcing, affecting both society as a whole as well as the individual. In the process of 

ongoing aggression leading to a spiral of violence and trauma that is permeating every level of 

society, violence and fear become normalized. Steenkamp (2005: 254) explains that when 

violence becomes accepted as an adequate remedy to solve everyday problems and deal with 

dissatisfaction, a culture of violence is created. Assuming that culture is shared and learned, 

the normalization of violence therefore contributes to the creation of conditions that allow for 

a culture of violence. ‘A culture of violence is the system of norms, values or attitudes which 

allow, make possible or even stimulate the use of violence to resolve any conflict or relation 

with another person’ (Cruz, in Steenkamp, 2005: 254).  

One of the effects of the existence of a culture of violence and a massive trauma is that 

children are easily seduced to actively participate in hostilities. Children become very 

susceptible to recruitment by armed groups, after being emotionally and psychologically 

weakened by the traumatizing effects of violence, poverty, sexual abuse, internal 

displacement and the loss of family and friends. The next paragraph will explain how the 

active participation of these children contributes to the persistence of a culture of violence. 

 

§2 Children as weapons of war 

 
According to Becker (2004) an estimated 300.000 child soldiers are involved in wars in Latin 

America, Africa, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. ‘A ‘child soldier’ is generally defined 

(under both international law and common practice) as any person under eighteen years of age 

who is engaged in deadly combat or combat support as part of an armed force or group’ 

(Singer, 2006: 7). 

As soon as children have entered an armed group, they are subjected to training. Turning a 

child into a soldier is fairly simple.  ‘With only a few hours’ training, a youngster can be 

thought all he or she needs to know in order to kill or wound hundreds of people in a matter of 

minutes’ (Singer, 2006: 47). Happold (2005) states that modern weaponry, readily available 

and stunningly simple to utilize, have permitted even very young children to participate in 
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armed conflicts. To give an example, within half an hour children can be thought how to use a 

Kalashnikov AK-47. In roughly three to five months they acquire all the knowledge and skills 

necessary to become soldiers ready for combat.  

Ideological indoctrination and teaching on rules and discipline form an essential part of 

the children’s training, to prevent them from escaping and to increase their combat 

motivation. Happold (2005: 10) explains that children are easily manipulated and persuaded 

to commit atrocities. They are forced to commit brutal acts of violence (many children have to 

torture or kill traitors or captives as soon as their training starts), with the objective to rapidly 

create dependency on their commanders for safety and protection. Moreover, by forcing the 

children to commit horrendous atrocities, commanders teach them that obedience and courage 

results in prestige and honor, while disobedience or a wrong attitude will result in severe 

punishment or death. Besides a uniform and weapons, the children often receive a nom-de 

guerre, a nickname, to diminish the impact of the horrendous actions they carry out, through 

depersonalization and dissociation. The children are stimulated to break any contact with their 

family and others at home. Their unit has become their new family; fighting and killing have 

become their main goals in life. (Human Rights Watch, 2003)  

The damage, caused by children’s involvement in armed conflicts, does not only have an 

effect on the children themselves, but also on the society they live in. Heavily traumatized, 

socially damaged, uneducated and without any prosperous expectations for the future, former 

child soldiers are easily drawn into new conflicts and crime. According to Fischer (2004) this 

impedes the peace process and contributes to a continuation of the culture of violence, even 

after peace is formally reestablished.  

The question rises why a society allows its children to become child soldiers. In the next 

paragraph I will try to answer this question by explaining how massive trauma and the 

emergence of a culture of violence damage the social tissue of society in terms of social 

cohesion, social capital, trust, solidarity and social ability.  
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§3 Social damage in war-torn societies 

 
In societies that have been torn apart by war and a culture of violence, the destruction of 

buildings, roads and bridges forms only a small part of the damage that is done, compared to 

the devastation of the social fabric of society. This chapter will explain how war and violence 

harm a society on the social level, by discussing the concepts of social cohesion, social 

capital, trust, solidarity and social ability.  

Social cohesion is not a concept that is easily defined, since there are different points of 

view from which the concept can be perceived. The Economic Commission for Latin America 

and the Caribbean (ECLAC, 2007: 16) gives an example of how social cohesion in Europe, 

where societies are organized around the notion of the Welfare State, is closely linked to ‘the 

mechanisms that provide integration and well-being, on the one hand, and a full individual 

sense of belonging to society, on the other.’  

The sociological approach, of whom Emile Durkheim is the most important precursor, 

shifts the focus from mechanisms to perceptions. Durkheim’s theory regarding the division of 

labor establishes a social and moral order that binds individuals together, who without it 

would be independent from one another (Durkheim, in Poggi, 2000: 48)  This approach 

describes social cohesion as ‘the level of agreement reached by the members of a social group 

regarding their sense of belonging to a common endeavor or situation’ (ECLAC, 2007: 16). 

Moreover, the term social cohesion is often mistaken for closely related concepts, such as 

social capital and social inclusion. Combining the different points of view, ECLAC defines 

social cohesion as ‘the dialectic between instituted social inclusion and exclusion mechanisms 

and the responses, perceptions and attitudes of citizens towards the way these mechanisms 

operate.’ (ECLAC, 2007: 18)  

In war-torn societies some inclusion mechanisms, like rights and policies designed to 

encourage equity, well-being and social protection, are partly or totally absent and other 

inclusion mechanisms, like employment and educational systems, are inaccessible for large 

parts of the population. Therefore the responses, perceptions and attitudes towards these 

mechanisms, which could be described as ‘trust in institutions, social capital, belonging and 

solidarity, acceptance of social rules and the willingness to participate in deliberate processes 

and collective endeavors’, are disturbed. (ECLAC, 2007: 17)  

First of all, the damage of social cohesion has a negative effect on the existence of social 

capital. According to Robert Putnam (1994, in Kliksberg, 2000: 6), the founding father of this 
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concept, social capital refers to ‘the degree of trust existing among the social players of a 

society, the rules of civic behavior practiced, and their characteristic level of association.’ In 

other words, social capital comprises of all social relationships that connect people within a 

group and with people within other groups. When the social cohesion is damaged by violence 

and trauma’s these social relationships are not based on equity, well-being and social 

protection, but on fear and distrust. According to Halpern and Weinstein (2004) the 

destruction of social capital does not only have far reaching consequences for the 

development of a community and the social networks within this community, but it even 

affects the health and well-being of its individual members. 

Secondly, the trust in institutions, which is also a vital aspect of the construction of social 

capital, is affected. The fact that people cannot belief in other people’s reliability, 

predictability and honesty decreases the level of interaction, reciprocity and successful 

cooperation. Due to a widespread distrust towards each other and the government, feelings of 

solidarity and social cohesion diminish. Feelings of inferiority, desperation, dependency and 

marginality then fill the gap.  

Thirdly, the lack of social capital and trust influence the feelings of belonging and 

solidarity within a community. Baud describes solidarity as ‘the ability of individuals to 

respond to, and to identify with one another on the basis of mutuality and reciprocity, without 

calculating individual advantages, and without compulsion’ (Baud, 2007: lecture 7 November 

2007). It is an indispensable condition for a good and decent life, of whom the absence 

stimulates free riding, impedes long-term solutions and increases social tensions and conflict. 

According to Durkheim (in Poggi, 2000: 48), solidarity does not only make societies more 

attractive, but it is an indispensable aspect without which societies cannot even exist.  

Within societies that suffer from a culture of violence that ruins the social fabric and shake 

the interpersonal security on its foundations, the socialization of children is seriously 

complicated. The lack of social capital, trust and solidarity impedes the development of 

adequate social abilities necessary to construct social relationships and meet the requirements 

of society. An overwhelming amount of research demonstrates that social abilities are of 

crucial importance for the physical, psychological and social well-being of each person. 

Like the concepts of social cohesion and social capital, social abilities or social skills are 

not easily defined. Although Spitzberg and Cupach (1984 in Greene and Burleson, 2003: 95) 

define skills as ‘intentionally, repeatable, goal-directed behaviors and behavior sequences’, 

social skills should not only be approached from a behavioral point of view. According to 

Greene and Burleson (2003: 95-117) they also include social cognitive and perceptual 
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abilities and intrapersonal production abilities, like assertiveness, self-disclosure, heterosocial 

initiation, composure, other-orientation, empathy, role taking, sensitivity, listening, 

attentiveness, articulation, wit, responsiveness, creativity, adaptability, control, 

expressiveness, clarity, understanding, among others.  

Because the ability to appropriately and effectively interact with other people affects 

virtually every aspect of the person’s life, it is difficult to identify why people lack social 

skills, but Liberman, De Risi and Mueser (1989, in Greene & Burleson, 2003: 137) mention a 

few possible causes. First of all, because of the absence of adequate role models, some people 

have never acquired the abilities to effectively interact with others. Furthermore, 

psychological problems may impede the development of appropriate social behavior. In 

addition, traumatic and stressful events may influence the psychological well-being of a 

person to the degree that anxiety and stress have a negative influence on the way this person 

interacts with his/her environment. Finally, radical changes in the social environment may 

diminish the social support people once experienced. People who grow up and live within the 

circumstances created by violence and war are frequently confronted with these factors.  

Within a culture of violence the corrosion of trust, social capital, feelings of solidarity and 

belonging and social abilities, affect the social cohesion of society in such a negative way that 

even the active participation of children in violent conflicts is permitted. A vicious circle, in 

which violence and a diminished social cohesion are mutually reinforcing, impedes the 

reestablishment of peace. Although the restoration of social cohesion is of vital importance to 

break through the cycle of violence and realize reconciliation and reintegration, little attention 

is often being given to the social and cultural demolition caused by war and conflict. 

According to Halpern and Weinstein (2004: 563), peace processes are often focused on the 

reconstruction of infrastructure and the establishment of legal mechanisms, while the question 

how people are supposed to live together on a daily basis remains unanswered. 

 

§4   Recovering from violent conflict 

 
In the last few decades many countries in Asia, the Middle-east, Latin America, Africa and 

Europe have emerged from wars and violent conflicts. In their attempt to transform into 

peaceful societies, post-conflict-, post-agreement- or post-settlement work has been executed 

to establish reconstruction, reconciliation, reintegration, recovery and rehabilitation. 

According to Fischer (2004: 2) experts have accused the international community of focusing 
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too narrowly on technical reconstruction; policies have been ‘designed to build up 

infrastructure, to persuade formerly warring parties to resolve conflict in a non-violent way 

and to contribute to economic development and participatory governance.’ Unfortunately, the 

execution of social policies has often been left to subcontracted local and international 

humanitarian and development agencies.  

According to a report by the World Bank written by Coletta and Cullen (2000) the 

assistance these agencies provide is often unsustainable and fragmented, due to the 

differences in the nature of these organizations and their funding. Instead of building up long-

term and development-oriented policies, based on the restoration of social capital within 

communities and between the state and civil society, humanitarian organizations are mostly 

focused on an instant response and short-term planning, while development programs are 

often cumbersome and rigid. ‘Both tend to focus too much on mandates rather than on the 

needs of those affected by war and neither seems to rely on the knowledge and expertise of 

the other that may help improve operations’ (Coletta & Cullen, 2000: 120).  

Kusters (2001) explains that because in the 1970s many developing countries were 

governed by dictatorial regimes, humanitarian and development organizations, often based on 

Christian principles, set themselves up to defend the interests of the marginalized and 

oppressed groups in society. But in their attempt to bridge the gaps in post-war government 

policies, humanitarian and development agencies created parallel structures that brought about 

widespread dependency. Fischer (2004: 14) states that in some cases, the incoherent way in 

which social policies are executed and the neglect of the needs of the people the aid is 

addressed to, have a contrary effect. ‘Relief and development programs which focus solely on 

providing for those affected by war and ignore the need for local ownership run the risk of 

creating long-term dependencies that undermine, rather than encourage, the process of 

building a lasting peace’ (Fischer, 2004: 14).  

The presumption that the aid agencies know better what is best for those affected by war 

than these people themselves, is called paternalism. Kleinig (1983: 7) states that paternalistic 

relationships should be defined as the imposition of ‘some measure of control over some 

aspect of life of another – be it thwarting of the other’s desires, a manipulation of the other’s 

beliefs, or a channeling of the other’s behavior.’ Although the intentions of the imposing 

paternalist may be good, the control of others over our lives is often experienced as insulting 

or unpleasant and it creates hierarchical relationships where one party becomes reliant on the 

other. Therefore, the victimization of those affected by war through the paternalistic way in 

which aid organizations portray these people as marginalized and oppressed victims who 
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should be taken care of, instills in these people the assumption that humanitarian and 

development agencies will provide for everything, forever. 

As an alternative Fischer (2004: 5) suggests that the recovery from violent conflict is a 

process consisting of five important elements. First of all, she mentions the transformation of 

cultures of violence, by reducing and reforming the armed forces and the police guaranteeing 

their political control and establishing state monopoly of force and public security. Second, 

she points out the establishment of good governance, including respect for democracy, human 

rights and the development of a civil society. Third, she talks about the healing of 

psychological wounds and long-term reconciliation, through the principles of social justice. 

Fourth, she brings up the subject of integration into co-operative and equitable regional and 

global structures and finally, she mentions stable long-term macro-economic policies and 

economic management and locally sustainable community development.  

Ferdowski and Matthies (2003: 322, in Fischer 2004: 6) add that the ‘creation of a 

social and economic basis for the peace process by reintegration of those who suffered from 

war, guaranteeing access to nutrition, health and education, trust building in local community 

networks and transformation of war economies to peace economies by investment in the 

human capital of the war-torn society’ is of vital importance within the process of designing 

peace accords. Duthie (2005) states that social reintegration can only be achieved through the 

restoration of trust, social capital and social cohesion between ex-combatants, society and the 

government, through prosecutions, truth-telling efforts and institutional reform. According to 

Duthie (2005: 1), transitional justice can reinforce social reintegration. 

The misconceptions, distrust, suspicion, resentment and stigma’s that characterize the 

relationships within and between groups of people and the government, need to be addressed. 

Halpern and Weinstein (2004) argue that overcoming hatred depends on the ability to 

‘rehumanize’ the enemy. They argue that reconciliation can be realized if both victims and 

perpetrators use their empathic abilities to identify themselves with one another, find 

commonalities and annul the effects of dehumanization. By placing oneself in the other’s 

position, people break through the tendency to generalize, stereotype and stigmatize those 

who do not belong to their group and attribute human characteristics to those who were 

formerly seen as beasts, monsters and devils.  
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Chapter 2   Being a child soldier: Giovanni’s story 

 

‘I was born on March 22, 1987 in San Francisco, Putumayo. According to my 

mother it was not an easy delivery. She was only sixteen years old when she 

gave birth alone at the bank of a river, while my father was drinking in a bar. 

He used to beat my mother and he hardly provided her with enough money to 

buy food. She left my father so he could not harm us anymore. That is how we 

started a new life; my mother, my little sister and I, alone, against the world, 

without knowing what to do.’3 

 

This is how Giovanni, a former child soldier, starts telling the story of his life. It is a story that 

is similar to that of many children, who grew up in the middle of Colombia’s ongoing internal 

conflict. Throughout this chapter Giovanni’s and his companions’ accounts will be used to 

illustrate the context within which child soldiers grow up.  They will show us under which 

conditions children decide to join an armed group, live their lives during recruitment and 

afterwards, during their reintegration into civil society. Knowing the background of child 

soldiers contributes to our understanding of the situation, in which these children find 

themselves after their demobilization, and the needs they have to be able to fully reintegrate 

into Colombian society. 

The first paragraph will briefly outline the internal conflict that has plagued Colombian 

society for over forty years. The armed actors, that recruit children to complete their ranks, 

will thereby be introduced. The second paragraph will explain why children decide to join 

these illegal armed groups. It will become clear that a culture of violence, exclusion and 

family disintegration play an important role in the children’s decision. The third paragraph 

will show what life in an illegal armed group is like. This paragraph will explain that being a 

child soldier puts the child’s life, personal integrity and overall development in danger. 

Finally, to get insight in how the Colombian government tries to reintegrate these heavily 

damaged children into society, the fourth paragraph will introduce the reintegration programs 

specifically designed for the rehabilitation of former child soldiers. 

 

 

 
                                                 
3 Giovanni, 21 years old, interview 23/05/2008 
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§1   Colombia’s internal conflict 

 
Ever since Colombia’s independence in 1819, the country has been involved in civil wars 

between Liberals and Conservatives. In 1958 a bipartisan coalition was formed between the 

Liberal and Conservative parties, the National Front. (Koonings & Kruijt, 2004: 87) By not 

allowing any oppositional party to enter the political arena and by projecting peaceful 

opponents as enemies of the state, the National Front has sown the seeds for guerrilla 

insurrection. According to Koth (2005: 9) various guerilla movements were founded during 

the 1960’s and 1970’s, but nowadays only the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia – 

Popular Army (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia-Ejército Popular, FARC-EP) 

and the National Liberation Army (Ejército de Liberación Nacional, ELN) play an important 

role in Colombia’s civil war. In 1964 the ELN was founded, based on the ideology of the 

Cuban revolution. Two years after the foundation of the ELN, the FARC-EP was created out 

of former rural civil defense organizations. What started as a “peasant-based organization 

with a Marxist ideology” (Koth, 2005: 11) has, with 18,000 members, converted into the 

largest insurrection movement in Colombia.  

Apart from the government and the guerrilla movements, a third armed actor has always 

played an important role in the Colombian conflict. Paramilitary organizations, often 

controlled by narco-trafickers, seriously complicate Colombia’s civil war. Koth (2005: 15) 

states that although their roots go all the way back to la violencia (1948-1958), the 

paramilitary organizations we know today as the United Self-defense Forces of Colombia 

(Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia, AUC) are based on a group called Muerte a 

Secuestradores (Death to Kidnappers), created in 1981. This rich landholders’ private army 

soon expanded into a network that began to fight guerrilla organizations. Although not 

openly, the paramilitaries always received support from the government in their fight against 

the guerrilla movements. Nonetheless, between 2003 and 2006 all units of the AUC have 

officially been demobilized.  

The conflict in Colombia is not restricted to the leftist guerrilla movements, the 

Colombian government and paramilitary organizations. The civilian population has become 

the most important object of incredible forms of violence. For example, both the guerrilla 

movements and the paramilitary groups in Colombia deliberately recruit children to complete 

their ranks. According to the Human Rights Watch report on child soldiers in Colombia 

(2003), the FARC-EP officially upholds the minimum age of fifteen, but violates its own 
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statutes on a large scale; with an estimated 7,400 children in their ranks, over one quarter of 

the total forces are formed by under aged combatants. The other guerrilla movement, the 

ELN, is suspected of consisting of about 4,500 combatants of whom 1,480 are children. 

Finally, the amount of children that partake in the remaining paramilitary forces (consisting of 

around 11,000 combatants) is estimated around 2,200 (Human Rights Watch, 2003: 21). 

Although the regular armed forces do not directly recruit children, during joined operations 

between the army and paramilitary organizations, they closely work together with child 

soldiers and use them as informants. Returning to Giovanni, he states: 

 

‘When I was eight years old I joined the self-defense forces of Putumayo, a 

paramilitary organization. I saw nothing but misery around me. My mother 

was working like a slave in the cultivation of coca. My stepfather used to beat 

and mistreat her. I saw children between twelve and fourteen working in the 

cocaine industry, drinking in a bar during the weekends. I did not want a life 

like that. At school I received a brochure of the self-defense forces of 

Putumayo. It said that they were fighting the guerrilla army that was 

terrorizing our province and that they wanted to develop the region. I liked 

their ideology and I decided to join them.’4 

 

§2   Why become a child soldier? 

 
Like Giovanni 83.7% of the former child soldiers signed up voluntarily. Only a little more 

than fifteen percent indicate that they received threats against their family or their own lives, 

or that they are handed over by their family (Ombudsman’s Office, 2006: 28). Although most 

children in Colombia join the armed groups voluntarily, their decision is often based on a lack 

of information and false promises. The Ombudsman’s Office Report (2006: 28) explains that 

many children expect that forming part of an armed group increases their opportunities. 

Therefore questions can be asked about the “voluntary” character of their decision. The 

Colombian law states that every person who has demobilized from one of the illegal armed 

groups before the age of eighteen has been subjected to illegitimate recruitment and is 

therefore considered to be a victim of the armed conflict. (Ombudsman’s Office, 2006: 7)  

                                                 
4 Giovanni, 21 years old, interview 23/05/2008 
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Each child has its own motivation to join an armed group, but a few common risk factors 

for recruitment can be identified. First of all, the proximity of the children to the armed 

conflict exposes the children to recruitment. Half of the children investigated by the 

Ombudsman’s Office (2006: 24) ‘witnessed nearby episodes of severe violence like armed 

assaults on settlements (51.3%) and massacres (46.3%) in their places of residence; 24.8% 

mentioned having been the victim of forced displacement (either he or she or some family 

member); 37.1% experienced the assassination of one or more family members; 21.9% 

mention that they or their family was the victim of threats, and 9.6% mentioned that they or 

some family member have been the victim of kidnapping.’ These figures indicate that 

children are, from an early age, confronted with violence and human rights violations. Like 

the theoretical framework explained, a culture of violence makes that joining an armed group 

is seen as a legitimate means for revenge. The involvement of family members and friends 

further facilitates the child’s decision to sign up. During one of the interview Maria told me 

the story of how she ended up in the Autodefensas Campesinas de Casanario (Peasant Self-

defense Forces of Casanario, ACC): 

 

‘When I lived with my grandparents at the Venezuelan border, I had a friend 

called Diana. One day she came to my home and told me that she would go 

with the ACC. She told me I had to go with her. It turned out that Diana had 

signed me up; she had received 10.000 pesos (about €3,-) for me. I had to 

go…5  

 

Furthermore, a lack of parental protection, as a result of the absence of either one or both 

parents, increases the child’s vulnerability and thus the risk of recruitment. The Ombudsman’s 

Office Report (2006: 20) shows that only 43.9% of the children lived with both parents before 

recruitment and 25.5% of the children did not live with their parents at all.  

In addition, the connection, made in the first chapter, between intra-family violence and 

the emergence of other types of violence is being confirmed by Colombian child soldiers.  

Intra-family violence and sexual abuse are, especially among girls, important reasons to join 

illegal armed groups. According to the Ombudsman’s Office Report (2006: 21) ‘fifteen 

percent of the boys and 25.2% of the girls expressed that the violence and lack of affection in 

their families were factors in their decision to join the armed group.’ Almost half the girls and 

                                                 
5Maria, 19 years old, interview 12/05/2008 
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over a quarter of the boys have been victims of intra-family violence and about a quarter of 

the children have been forced to carry out acts of sexual violence, either to themselves or to 

others.  

Moreover, a lack of opportunities for the future forms an important motivation for 

children to sign up. Many children dropped out of school before they joined an armed group. 

The economic circumstances in which these children lived, intra-family violence and their 

proximity to the armed conflict forced them to stop their education. In addition, almost all 

youngsters I have interviewed affirmed that they had worked before entering the armed group. 

Most children have worked in the agrarian sector, taking care of cattle, harvesting or stripping 

coca leaves. Long workdays, low salaries and hazardous working conditions often lead to the 

decision to sign up for an illegal armed group. These groups in return anticipate to the 

children’s economic situation by promising a salary to the children themselves or their family. 

Finally, according to the Ombudsman’s Office (2006: 29) children state that they signed 

up because they liked arms and uniforms, they idealized the way of life in the ranks and they 

sought respect, recognition and protection. The inclusion mechanisms, that could increase the 

social cohesion in the communities where child soldiers are from, are almost completely non-

existent. Children have to deal with a lack of equality, well-being and social protection, and 

they do not have access to employment and educational systems. Because of the miserable 

circumstances at home, these children hope to find a way to improve their live and future and 

of those around them. During the interviews many youngsters confirmed that they thought 

they would be able to do something worthwhile for themselves, their families and their 

communities by joining an armed group. The next paragraph will show that these children did 

not have a realistic image of what life in an armed group is like. 

 

§3   Life in the ranks  
 

‘After about a year I started to realize what life was really like in the AUC. 

During an operation we killed 56 innocent people in a village in Putumayo. It 

is horrible to kill a person. I felt dirty and I could not sleep. While the 

commanders spend most of their time with prostitutes, using cocaine and 

drinking, we had to fight in combat. I did not like the fact that people 
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respected me out of fear either. Women slept with me because they were too 

afraid to say no.’6  

 

Despite the fact that the physical and psychological development of children has not yet been 

completed, armed groups do not make any distinction between children and adults, regarding 

the recruitment, the type of activities, the treatment and the training. ‘In-camp duties, such as 

defense, weapons training, arms assembly and cleaning, look-out duties, parade ground 

routines, formation, presenting arms, etc. and in-combat training, including survival 

techniques and tactics for mounting ambushes and surprise attacks’ (Human Rights Watch, 

2003: 62) are part of the skills all combatants are expected to master. 

Even the youngest children are severely punished for the mistakes they make. Once 

children have joined an armed group, they are not allowed to leave anymore, not even 

temporarily to visit their family. Giovanni explains that brutal punishment or death are the 

price they pay for deserting or allowing themselves to be captured: 

 

‘On the thirteenth of January 2000 I was captured by the guerrilla. They were 

going to kill me. I convinced the commander, a girl who was a couple of years 

older than me, to go to the paramilitaries. We managed to escape together. 

When we arrived at my camp, they realized she was a guerrilla commander. I 

had promised her she would be safe, but they tortured her and 150 men raped 

her. She was only sixteen years old. I heard her scream all night. The next 

morning my commander told me that I had to kill her. I was being punished 

for the fact that I had been captured.’7  

 

According to the Ombudsman’s Office Report (2006: 34) 95.2% of the children had to 

execute guard duty, 91.6% had to partake in military confrontations, 72.5% had to carry out 

intelligence work and 54.4% had to guard kidnapped persons. Because, the illegal armed 

groups in Colombia are partly financed by the cocaine industry, many children have worked 

in the production of cocaine. One of the youngsters I interviewed gave me a detailed 

description of the process and he could even tell me which chemicals are used in which 

quantities. He told me that he had learned all this while he served in the AUC. 

                                                 
6 Giovanni, 21 years old, interview 23/05/2008 
7 Giovanni, 21 years old, interview 23/05/2008 
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The story of Giovanni illustrates that being a weapon of war seriously affects the child’s 

physical, psychological and social development. Child soldiers are trained and treated like 

adults and are forced to commit the most horrible atrocities. Furthermore, they have to deal 

with the constant threat of being punished, sexually harassed, injured or killed. The 

Ombudsman’s Office Report (2006: 32) shows that between 2001 and 2005 the average age 

on which children are recruited dropped from 13.8 to 12.8 years. This means that the 

development of children and youngsters has, from a very early age, been affected by the 

interruption of their education and the absence of their family. In addition, growing up in an 

armed group influences the creation of their personality, their overall development and their 

opportunities for the future. 

At the moment these children desert, demobilize or are caught by the regular armed forces, 

their disturbed physical, psychological and social development impedes their reintegration 

into society. The Colombian government has designed specific reintegration programs, which 

provide former child soldiers with assistance to restore their development processes. In the 

next paragraph, these programs will be introduced. 

 

§4   Reintegration programs 

 
‘When I was fourteen years old, my battalion, existing of twelve people, ran 

into heavy combat. They killed nine of us. Two of my friends and I managed 

to escape. The other two surrendered to the army. They were killed after hours 

of interrogation. I handed myself over to a nun. She called the Colombian 

Institute for Family Welfare.8 

 
Since 1999 the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare (Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar 

Familiar, ICBF) has developed a specialized program of attention for children and 

adolescents demobilized from the irregular armed groups. This program is executed along two 

different lines; the institutional course, throughout which children are accommodated within 

institutions, and the socio-family course, during which the children stay with either their own 

family or a foster-family.  

The institutional route consists of three phases. In the first phase, children arrive at a 

Hogar Transitorio, an entry home, where they stay for about 45 days. During this period the 

                                                 
8 Giovanni, 21 years old, interview 23/05/2008 
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ICBF makes a diagnosis of the children’s medical and psychological situation and their 

education level. During the first phase they also start the process of documentation and 

relocating the child’s family. Finally, they offer immediate medical and psychological 

attention. 

After 45 days the children enter the second phase of the program and they are being 

relocated to a Specialized Care Center (Centro de Atencion Especifica, CAE), where they also 

receive education, health services, vocational training, sexual education and psychological 

assistance. Children who need special attention in case of psychiatric disorders, addictions 

and pregnancy, go to Institutions of Protection (Instituciones de Proteccion) where 

specialized assistance is being offered. During this second phase contact between the children 

and their families is being reestablished.  

The ICBF contracts local NGOs to run the specialized care centers. Without the official 

permission of the ICBF these institutions are not allowed to give outsiders access to the 

institutions or provide them with confidential information. Despite these restrictions, 

Benposta, one of the ICBF’s partner organizations, allowed me to visit their CAE and talk to 

the organization’s staff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 1 

The CAE of Benposta in Bogotá is located in the suburbs 

of the city. When I entered the gate I thought I had ended 

up in a fairytale village for children. Set back in a 

beautiful garden, overlooking the city, there are buildings 

where the children live, there is a dining room, a school, 

 

 

 

 

When the children get older, they move on to the third phase, in which they go to a youth 

house, a Casa Juvenil, where four or five adolescents, accompanied by a tutor, live in 

apartments in the city. During the few weeks or months that youngsters stay in a youth house, 

they are being prepared to leave the ICBF reintegration program. They have to learn how to 

cook, clean, look after themselves and organize their daily activities. Although there is a lot 

less attention than in the CAE, they still receive education, vocational training and 
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psychosocial attention. The children stay in these youth houses until they turn eighteen, the 

age on which they have to leave the ICBF reintegration program.  

 
Figure 1 The four phases of the reintegration program for former child soldiers.9 

 

Some children arrive at the program with (some of) their family members. In that case they do 

not go to an entry home, but they stay with their family. The family receives a conditional 

subsidy, if they can give the child an affectionate upbringing and integral attention that 

restitute the child’s rights and correspond to its needs. Most children do not come to the 

program with their family, so they do have to stay the first 45 days in an entry home, but after 

that first phase they can be accommodated within the socio-family course. Instead of going to 

a CAE or a special protection center, children, especially the younger ones, move into, a 

foster family called Hogar Tutor. This is a middle class family, trained and paid by the ICBF, 

to provide integral attention to former child soldiers, within a family environment.  

Experience has shown that the reintegration of former child soldiers is more successful in 

the socio-family course than in the institutional course. As a result, children are increasingly 

taken care of in foster families. In addition, a growing effort is being made to reestablish 

                                                 
9 Source: Center for Reference and Opportunity, Cafam, PowerPoint presentation, unpublished document 
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contact with the biological families of the children and to increase their possibilities to return 

home. Throughout the whole integration process, both in the socio-family and the institutional 

course, the main goal is that children return to their biological families. Unfortunately, for 

most children this is impossible. The threat of bringing harm to themselves, their families and 

their communities as well as the risk of being recruited again prevent former child soldiers 

from moving back home. 

As soon as children turn eighteen, they have to leave the ICBF reintegration program. As 

of now the responsibility for their reintegration lies with the High Counsel for the Social and 

Economic Reintegration of Armed Persons and Groups (Alta Consejería para la 

Reintegración social y económica de personas y grupos alzados en armas, ACR). A 

certificate, issued by the Operative Comittee for the Abandonment of Arms (Comite 

Operativo para la Dejación de Armas, CODA) provides these adolescents access to the 

services of the ACR. The ACR offers them a compensation of approximately 480.000 pesos 

(€160,-) a month when they go to school, receive vocational training and attend psychosocial 

assistance. They are now treated like adult demobilized combatants, although they continue to 

be considered victims of war.  

The passage from one program to the other demands increased independence and 

responsibility; these youngsters have to find a place to live and provide themselves with an 

income. Although the youngsters have initiated the process towards independence in the 

youth houses of the ICBF, it remains very difficult to become emotionally and economically 

independent in a short period of time. Specialized Centers of Reference and Opportunity for 

Youngsters (Centros de Referencia y Oportunidad Juveniles, CROJ) have been created to 

help these adolescents to make the transition from one program to the other.  

The CROJs are executed by local organizations, who cooperate with the ACR. The CROJ 

in Bogotá is operated by an organization called Cafam. Gustavo10, the coordinator of CROJ 

Cafam, describes the general objective of the CROJ as the realization of a process of 

orientation and reference of the youngsters, who leave the program of the ICBF, to 

individually construct autonomy and to consolidate a life plan, through a network of social 

services. More specifically, CROJ Cafam offers the establishment and coordination of the 

necessary procedures to access the network of social services. In addition, CROJ Cafam 

strives to reinforce the development of personal competences, like professional formation, 

creating job opportunities, generating income and constructing social, cultural and family ties. 

                                                 
10 Gustavo, Coordinator of CROJ Cafam, interview 15/04/2008 
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Finally, CROJ Cafam operates an information center, where the youngsters are monitored and 

accompanied. Contact with the youngsters takes place in the information center and during 

the psychosocial trainings, organized to develop personal competences. These trainings are 

executed by social workers and psychologists, who also coach the youngsters on an individual 

base.  

The CROJ operate in a network of organizations and institutions, that join their efforts to 

offer the services child ex-soldiers need to be able to reintegrate socially and economically 

into society. The National Education Service (Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje, SENA) for 

example offers basic education and vocational training, the Clinica Monserate, a psychiatric 

clinic, offers psychological treatment in case of traumas and Codelam Furniture offers 

youngsters a job in their furniture factory. Apart from the CROJ local governments offer their 

services to stimulate the reinsertion of young demobilized combatants. Finally, there are a few 

initiatives of independent organizations that contribute to the reintegration of former child 

soldiers. Benposta, for example, operates a small CROJ, for youngsters who need extra 

assistance and for those who do not have a CODA certificate. The Foundation Foro Joven is a 

forum by and for child ex-soldiers, which executes investigations and develops pilot projects. 

According to the National Ombudsman (2006: 18) ten percent of the total child soldier 

population consists of indigenous children. For these children it is of vital importance to 

restore their cultural identity. Because national and international norms oblige the Colombian 

State to guarantee and respect the autonomy and the fundamental, collective and integral 

rights of the indigenous peoples, there is a specific legal course for the demobilization of 

indigenous child soldiers. The primary responsibility for the reintegration of these children 

lies with the leaders of their original community. Only in case the safety of the child or the 

community is in jeopardy, the ICBF takes care of the child’s wellbeing. Since 2005 the 

Association of Indigenous Communities in the North of Cauca (Asociación de Cabildos 

Indígenas del Norte del Cauca, ACIN) executes a specific program for indigenous children. 

The political and social formation of these children, focused on the cultural identity, 

cosmology, and the principles and political projects of the indigenous movement, is a vital 

element of this reintegration program.  

To be able to determine the effectiveness of these reintegration programs it is important to 

understand what situation former child soldiers find themselves in and what their needs are at 

the moment they have to reintegrate into society. The next chapter will therefore discuss the 

physical, psychological and social situation of child ex-soldiers as soon as they demobilize 

from their armed groups and later, throughout their reintegration process. 
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Chapter 3  The state of affairs after leaving the battlefield 

 

Throughout my investigation in Colombia I have tried to form a picture of the physical, 

psychological and social state of former child soldiers when they leave the armed group and 

start their reintegration process. This information is of vital importance to be able to find out 

what these children need in order to obtain their full rehabilitation and reintegration into 

society.  

In the first paragraph I will discuss the impact of their participation in the war on the 

physical state of the children. I will describe which ailments affect their physical development 

and their growth. The second paragraph will outline the effects of their participation in an 

armed group on the psychological state of former child soldiers. It will become clear how 

traumas, indoctrination and a lack of social capital psychologically damage the psychological 

well-being of the children. Finally, the third paragraph will explain the social state these 

children find themselves in throughout their reintegration process. I will outline the effects of 

a culture of violence, the absence of family, a lack of freedom, a deficiency in social skills, 

dependency on the state, stigmas and the sociopolitical circumstances on their social situation. 

 

§1 The physical situation 

 
The harsh circumstances child soldiers face growing up, have a negative effect on their 

physical development and their growth. When child ex-soldiers first arrive at the Colombian 

Institute of Family Welfare (ICBF) they are often in critical physical conditions. Because of 

their low resistance, caused by persistent malnutrition, exhaustion and a lack of hygiene, these 

children have constantly been exposed to a wide range of diseases. According to Ana11 of the 

Ombudsman’s office, measles, diarrheal diseases, anemia, skin disorders and worms are very 

common ailments among child ex-soldiers. Moreover, children are increasingly recruited and 

employed in urban areas, which leads to a growth in addictions among child soldiers. 

Especially tobacco, alcohol and marihuana are popular stimulants among child ex-soldiers. 

Giovanni affirms: 

 

                                                 
11 Ana, Lawyer and leader of an extensive research executed by the Ombudsman’s Office and UNICEF, 
interview 26/03/2008 
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‘The ICBF prohibited us to smoke. We started to protest and we stopped 

eating. After that we were allowed to smoke three cigarettes a day. Although it 

was prohibited, I secretly smoked marihuana, I sniffed glue and I drank a lot 

of alcohol.’12 

 

Sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy form serious threats to the child soldier’s health. 

Since a lack of hygiene (also during abortion), a lack of sexual education and sexual abuse are 

frequently occurring, both before and during their life in the ranks, sexually transmitted 

diseases are easily passed on. The vast majority of the children has had sexual relationships 

before entering the ICBF reintegration program. A study by the Ombudsman’s Office shows 

that in many cases children were sexually abused; around ten percent of the children had their 

first sexual experience between five and nine years old and almost a quarter of the children 

affirmed that they were ‘forced to perform acts on their body or on that of other persons 

against their will’ (Ombudsman’s Office, 2006, 37). Ironically, to escape the sexual abuse at 

home these girls joined an armed group, where they often have to perform as sexual partners 

of higher ranked, mostly adult colleagues. In addition, a disturbingly high number of children, 

especially girls and adolescent women, were forced to commit abortion and use anti 

conceptions, which are applied in the wrong way. Lily, another former child soldier, explains: 

 

‘When I joined the FARC they daily made me drink some green substance, 

made of plants and poisonous snakes, to prevent myself from getting 

pregnant. It had a horrible taste, but I drank it because I had to.’13  

 

Finally, former child soldiers are often injured when they arrive at the ICBF reintegration 

program. Many children are captured in combat because they have been injured. Immediate 

medical attention in some cases prevents that their wounds lead to more permanent handicaps, 

like the loss of limbs, the loss of hearing, blindness and other lasting handicaps. Maria, a 

former combatant of the ACC tells her story: 

 

‘I was wounded in combat. We were being attacked by the army. I thought I 

would be killed, but I screamed to the soldiers who attacked us that I wanted 

to leave the ACC. Then these soldiers helped me escape. A few soldiers were 

                                                 
12 Giovanni, 21 years old, interview 23/05/2008 
13 Lily, 20 years old, interview 30/04/2008 
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killed for that; one of them was only twenty years old. I could not walk for 

months. It hurt so much that I could only stay in bed and sleep. Now I have a 

big scar on my ankle. It reminds me of the man that died for me.’14  

 

Although many children had health problems when they entered the ICBF reintegration 

program, most adolescents seem to be in good physical condition when they turn eighteen. I 

do not know whether their confirmation to be healthy is due to good medical attention in the 

ICBF facilities or to the fact that they are ashamed of admitting that they still suffer from 

injuries and diseases. The only group that does acknowledge to regularly visit a hospital 

consists of pregnant girls. It is a fact that many of the girls (about a third of the girls) in the 

CROJ Cafam program are pregnant and/or have young children. Maternity and pregnancy 

related health problems are frequently occurring.  

 

§2 The psychological situation 

 
After the story Giovanni told us, it might not seem strange that he admits that his past 

has left deep scars upon his psychological development. Giovanni states: 

 

‘I have a lot of traumas. When I just arrived at the ICBF I cried, I beat the 

walls and I screamed at night. I could not get the torturing and killing out of 

my head. They sent me to a psychiatric clinic, but I did not like it there. I 

escaped. Then they sent me to a CAE, were I caused a lot of problems. I 

didn’t care about anything. I fought a lot, I was very aggressive, destroyed 

everything. I had nightmares all the time.’15  

 
The psychological damage caused by horrible levels of violence, the constant threat of being 

injured or killed, continuous fear and insecurity, sexual abuse and the loss of family and 

friends, among others, seriously influences the psychological development of child soldiers. 

Whether and to what extent traumatic events affect the psychological health of children 

depends, according to Punamäki (1987: 22) on various factors. In the case of child soldiers, 

both the nature of the external events, the relations with other people and the incomplete 

                                                 
14 Maria, 19 years old, interview 12/05/2008 
15 Giovanni, 21 years old, interview 23/05/2008 
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development of the child’s personality provoke intense psychological reactions. Many 

children I talked to, confirmed that they suffer from nightmares, insomnia, depression, a lack 

of appetite, eating disorders and all kinds of psychosomatic complaints. They live in a 

constant state of fear and distrust and they show aggressive behavior. According to Lucia16, 

these are the symptoms of a possible Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (See chapter one). Many 

former child soldiers I talked to show signs of a PTSD especially once they become older. 

David, a former FARC combatant states: 

 

‘I am often afraid to go to sleep. I always dream. In my nightmares I am the 

devil. They kill me, or I kill others. I am still in the war. When I wake up I 

feel normal again, but my nightmares do make me a little nervous.’17  

 

According to Lucia18, psychologist and professor at the University of the Andes, another 

threat to the psychological welfare of the children is formed by the indoctrination they have 

received in the armed groups. The problem is that the children have learned to dehumanize 

the enemy. As the first chapter shows, aggression and threat are being imposed as adequate 

means to fight the enemy, resolve problems and reduce one’s own risk. Moreover, they have 

learned to identify themselves with the armed group, to which they have become emotionally 

attached. Lucia has experienced that it is extremely hard to break through the culture of 

violence and loyalty to the armed group. This is especially true for children who have not 

demobilized voluntarily and for those who have family members within the armed group. At 

the question what he misses most in life, David answers that it is the FARC that he is missing:  

 

‘I was very young when I joined the FARC. I have served almost five years in 

its ranks. I got used to the discipline and I thought that I was making a 

difference. I still miss that every day.’19  

 

This statement illustrates that when the indoctrination, that has made the children believe that 

they were fighting for a good cause, is annulled, the children’s self-esteem might receive quite 

a blow. In addition, the children have become used to strict discipline and following orders. 

This means that, at least, they knew where they stood. As soon as a former child soldier turns 
                                                 
16 Lucia, psychologist, professor at the Universidad de los Andes, interview 12/03/2008 
17 David, 22 years old, interview 09/05/2008 
18 Lucia, psychologist, professor at the Universidad de los Andes, interview 12/03/2008 
19 David, 22 years old, interview 09/05/2008 
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eighteen, he or she has to leave the ICBF reintegration program and enters the program of the 

ACR. The passage to this new program poses new challenges to the youngster. The 

adolescent has to become more independent, find a place to live, generate his/her own income 

and live up to the requirements of society. This could be considered as the actual beginning of 

the social and economic reintegration into society. Since many of these adolescents lack 

social capital, they are not always ready for these changes. Gustavo, coordinator of CROJ 

Cafam, explains that the paternalistic way in which the ICBF has offered the children 

assistance, has created a deeply rooted dependency on the State. Former child soldiers often 

lack the social skills, trust in others and self-esteem to construct their own life and chances for 

the future. The application of aggression and violence and the use of stimulants are common 

strategies to cope with their new reality. Furthermore, they often suffer from depression and 

hopelessness, which even leads to suicide in some cases. During the interview with Joana the 

television stays on all the time. She explains: 

  

‘I find it very hard to adapt to civilian life in Bogotá. There is no clarity. I am 

confused and lonely. I do not have any friends and I do not have any contact 

with the neighbors. I do not have confidence in other people. I cannot find a 

job, because I need time to go to the trainings and at night I go to school. I 

spend most of my time at home, watching TV and waiting for my husband to 

come home. I am afraid to go out and I would not know where to go. I am 

very bored.’20  

 

After the interview with Joana I was upset that an eighteen year old girl, too afraid to even 

talk to the neighbors, stays at home, watching soap series all day, instead of being full of life 

and plans for the future. For this girl, the world is a scary place in which she has to survive 

alone, without friends and family and without knowing what to do. As I continued my 

research, I realized that many former child soldiers find themselves in a similar social 

situation. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
20 Joana, 18 years old, interview 15/05/2008 
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§3 The social situation 

 
The social state children find themselves in when they have to reintegrate into society is 

characterized by violence and fear, the absence of family and friends and a lack of freedom. 

Moreover, as we have seen the social rehabilitation of former child soldiers meets new 

challenges, as soon as they turn eighteen. This paragraph will explain how the negative 

impact of being a child ex-soldier impedes their social reintegration.  

First of all, since the average age children start joining armed groups (12.8 years) 

coincides with a critical period in their identity formation, the development of the children’s 

personality largely takes place in the illegal armed groups. The theoretical framework shows 

that ideological indoctrination and depersonalization have turned these children into fighting 

machines with the only purpose to fight and kill. When these children have to reintegrate into 

society, their behavior and social relationships are still colored by violence and fear. As a 

result, children in the programs of the ICBF, often lack social capital and deal with difficulties 

in a violent way. Ana Maria21, lawyer, researcher at the Investigation Center in Political 

Criminology (Centro de Investigación en Política Criminal, CIPC) and professor at the 

Universidad Externado de Colombia adds that, because the children do not know their rights, 

they do not know how to solve their problems in a legitimate manner. The unequal gender and 

power relationships that exist in the armed groups tend to continue to exist in the reintegration 

programs. This means that the elder, physically stronger boys often oppress and abuse the 

others. 
Secondly, a characteristic of the social situation of the children is the absence of a family. 

Although the International Red Cross helps the children to find their relatives, in most cases it 

is not possible for the children to return to their biological family. The armed groups often 

search for deserted children and their return would put the children as well as their families 

and communities in danger. In addition, in many cases it is not possible to locate the 

remaining family members of the children. Internal displacement and death have torn families 

apart. In some cases, families and communities are not willing to receive child ex-soldiers, 

stigmatizing them as criminals and murderers. Patricia explains: 

 

‘I really miss my family, my mother most of all. I have eight brothers and 

sisters. I miss them too. I cannot go back to visit them though. I am afraid that 

                                                 
21 Ana Maria,  interview 17/04/2008 
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I will have to go back to the group and that they will hurt my family in case I 

refuse.’22  

 

The impossibility to reestablish contact with their family and return to their original 

communities also has a negative impact on the social situation of former child soldiers who 

have turned eighteen. Not only does the new environment in which they have to construct 

their lives, pose enormous challenges to their adaptation skills, they have to find their way 

around in this new situation without the help and love of significant others.  

A third characteristic of the former child soldiers’ social situation, is the lack of freedom 

many children experience during their stay in the ICBF reintegration program. This lack of 

freedom is explained by the ICBF as security measures. Both in entry homes, specialized care 

centers and institutions of protection the children are not allowed to leave the institution 

unaccompanied. Although the children do attend schools outside the institution, they are 

always accompanied by the institution’s personnel on their way to and from school, activities 

and outings. There are no opportunities in which the children for example go to a shop, a 

library or a friend’s house or play football in a park. Enrique, employee at CROJ Cafam 

recalls his experiences when he entered the ICBF reintegration program as a former child 

soldier:  

 

‘After I demobilized I went to a prison, but because I was only sixteen years 

old, they said I should not be there. They brought me to the ICBF where I 

went to an entry home. I was disappointed; there was hardly any difference 

with the prison.’23  

 

The social situation of former child soldiers who have turned eighteen is often characterized 

by a lack of social skills and an inability to adapt to the social circumstances in which they 

have to reintegrate. The theoretical framework shows that a lack of social abilities deprives 

these adolescents from the abilities to construct social relationships and meet the requirements 

of society. Even though many youngsters do not show inadequate behavior, they have a lot of 

trouble finding work and a suitable place to live, finishing their education, establishing 

contacts with others and sustaining relationships. Gustavo, the coordinator of CROJ Cafam, 

explains how the lack of social abilities limits the children in their reintegration process: 

                                                 
22 Patricia, 19 years old, interview 26/05/2008 
23 Enrique, former child soldier and employee at CROJ Cafam, interview 28/04/2008 
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‘To be eligible for assistance of the CROJ the youngsters have to make a 

proposal, in which they design a plan for their future. For most of them this is 

very difficult. They lack the required social abilities, or the capacities to 

shape their own wishes and needs and the social and cultural skills they need 

to work on a successful future.’24  

 

In other words, victimization and dependency, which could be compared with Erving 

Goffman’s notion of institutionalization, seem to impede their reintegration process. In his 

book Asylums, Goffman introduces the theory that people, living in total institutions where 

contact with the outside world is reduced to the minimum, are stripped of their identity, so 

that the institution gains control over their life. (Peele et al., in Fine & Smith, 2000: 184)  We 

have seen that because former child soldiers are used to following orders, both during their 

life in the armed group and during their time in the ICBF reintegration programs, they have 

never learned to make deliberate independent choices and take responsibility. They have 

become dependent on the services offered by the ICBF and they maintain their dependency on 

the state during the ACR reintegration program for adults. Gustavo continues: 

 

‘These youngsters lack a productive identity. When their personality is being 

shaped, they form part of an illegal armed group, in which everything is 

achieved with violence. Their arms become an inextricable part of their 

identity. After a few years they leave the armed group and are being placed 

for the challenge to reintegrate into civil society. The Colombian state 

provides these children with everything they need; money, food, clothes, 

education, shelter et cetera. This undermines the formation of a productive 

identity. Because both the armed group and the government have always 

provided them with whatever they need, they have never learned how to find 

a job and work for their money.’25  

 

Furthermore, the stigma of being demobilized from an illegal armed group, often forces these 

youngsters to hide and lie about their past. This does not only affect their identity and their 

self-esteem, but it also influences their relationships with others.  

                                                 
24 Gustavo, coordinator of CROJ Cafam, interview 15/04/2008 
25 Gustavo, coordinator of CROJ Cafam, interview 15/04/2008 
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‘I never talk about the past. I do not like to be reminded of what I did and 

how much time I lost. Nobody needs to know that. None of the teachers at 

school, nor my friends and my neighbors know that I have been part of the 

AUC. They would not accept me like they accept me now.’26  

 

Finally, the socioeconomic circumstances under which most youngsters have to reintegrate 

are characterized by violence, inequality and exclusion. Poverty, unemployment and 

marginality form serious threats to the social and economic reinsertion of former child 

soldiers. Added to the fact that there have been no peace agreements that led to an end of the 

Colombian conflict yet, a serious chance that children and adolescents are recruited again by 

illegal armed groups and criminal organizations always remains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 2: 
 
To interview the youngsters I visited them in their own 

environment, either at home or at work. I spend hours a 

day, travelling from one side of the city to the other. I 

have visited a recycling company, I have met wives, 

friends and children of the youngsters and I had been 

offered many cups of delicious Colombian coffee. I 

have had fun, although the circumstances in which these 

youngsters live, were often miserable.  

One day, for example, I had an appointment with 

Luis, at his home in the poorest part of Bogotá. He 

picked me up from the bus stop where the disgusting
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
26 Jaime, 21 years old, interview 19/05/2008 
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In conclusion, while dealing with serious arrears in their development on the physical as well 

as the psychological and social level, former child soldiers have to face the challenge to adapt 

their habits, mentalities and behavior to the requirements of Colombian society. A society that 

is marked by poverty, inequality, collective traumas and a culture of violence and that does 

not receive stigmatized child ex-soldiers with open arms. It is very important that the 

reintegration programs that are specifically designed for child soldiers, take the needs of these 

children in consideration throughout the process of reintegration and rehabilitation. The next 

chapter will outline the needs I have identified.   
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Chapter 4   The specific needs of reintegrating child soldiers 
 

The previous chapter shows that the physical, psychological and social situation in which 

former child soldiers demobilize, pose enormous difficulties to their reinsertion. Therefore the 

question rises what it is that these children need to be able to fully rehabilitate and reintegrate 

into society. Throughout my investigation I have handled the concept of needs in two 

different ways. On the one hand, I have tried to identify the wishes and interests of former 

child soldiers. In this case needs are to be perceived from an emic view, as the internal 

physical, psychological and social deficiencies within these youngsters and their preference 

for specific actions to satisfy those needs. 

On the other hand, I have approached the needs of child ex-soldiers as the conditions 

required to achieve full rehabilitation and reintegration, in the eyes of academics and policy 

makers. Their epic view on how the reintegration of child soldiers should be accomplished is 

expressed in the strategies of the reintegration programs. Rosa Maria27 of the ICBF states that 

the reintegration program, executed by the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare, is 

primarily focused on the restoration of the children’s overall development. According to 

Gustavo28, coordinator of CROJ Cafam, the full rehabilitation and reintegration of former 

child soldiers is realized by focusing on their economic and social reintegration. Ana29 of the 

Ombudsman’s office adds that the reestablishment of the children’s rights, with regard to life, 

a family, education, protection, sexuality and reproduction, should form another elementary 

aspect of the process.     

Later on, in chapter five, I will try to determine the effectiveness of the Colombian 

reintegration programs for child ex-soldiers by establishing the correspondence between the 

needs of the children and the services these programs offer. To be able to critically evaluate 

these programs in chapter five I will use this chapter to describe the needs of former child 

soldiers, subdivided according to the basic assumptions of the reintegration programs: the 

restoration of an overall development, economic reintegration and social reintegration. It 

might seem as if I have transformed the needs of the children so that they fit into the strategies 

of the programs, but this is not the case. I choose to make the comparison so it will become 

clear how the programs correspond to the needs, and not the other way around.   

                                                 
27 Rosa Maria, Social worker, employee of the ICBF, interview 18/04/2008 
28 Gustavo, Coordinator of CROJ Cafam, interview 15/04/2008 
29 Ana, lawyer and leader of an extensive research executed by the Ombudsman’s Office and UNICEF, interview 
26/03/2008 
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Because the overall development, the economic reintegration and the social reintegration 

of the children are partly overlapping and mutually reinforcing, it is impossible to perceive 

them as independent from eachother. The overall development of the child automatically 

stimulates its social and economic reintegration. At the same time, ecomic reintegration 

increases a sense of well-being and self-esteem, that influences the overall development and 

the social reintegration of the child. Finally, social reintegration implies the expansion of an 

affective social network, which supports the child with its overall development and its 

economic reintegration. The connections between these three elements are represented in 

figure 1. 

 

Figure 2  Three 

elements of reintegration of child 

ex-soldiers 

 

This means that the needs of 

reintegrating child soldiers can 

neither strictly be separated according to this division. One should keep in mind that most 

needs apply to either two or all three elements of reintegration.  

 

§1   Needs with regard to the overall development 
 

The first and most important need of former child soldiers is security. Jose Luis30 of the IOM 

explains that because no peace agreements have been signed yet between the government and 

the various illegal armed groups, children always run the risk of reprisals from the armed 

group they belonged to. Especially those children who have extensive military information or 

who took weapons and other military equipment when they deserted are often hunted for. Ana 

Maria31 (Lawyer, researcher at the CIPC and professor at the Universidad Externado de 

Colombia) adds that it is therefore of vital importance that the children are handed over to 

specialized reintegration programs for minors as soon as they have deserted or have been 

captured, without being interrogated, being used for military purposes or being prosecuted. 

The reintegration programs have to provide a safe environment, in which the lives of the 

                                                 
30 Jose Luis, Coordinator of the child soldier department at the IOM, interview 18/02/2008 
31Ana Maria, Lawyer, researcher at the CIPC and professor at the Universidad Externado de Colombia,  
    interview 17/04/2008 
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children are protected and where children can let go of their fear and gain confidence in other 

people.  

According to Momo32, an employee of Benposta, apart from being protected from 

influences from outside, the children also need to be taken care of in settings that respect their 

integrity and protect them from negative influences within the institution. Rules on how to 

live together, based on a pedagogical vision, reinforced by well-trained personnel and 

respected by all persons concerned, contribute to a positive and stimulating environment. 

Hernando, a former child soldier confirms that reality often deviates from the ideal situation:  

 

‘I had problems with the other children. They stole my belongings. We 

fought a lot and the atmosphere was very aggressive. The personnel 

could not do anything about it. They just gave me a new tooth brush or 

whatever they had stolen from me. I could not stand it. After seven 

months I left the program.’ 33 

 

Although the security of former child soldiers might be the first and most important need, the 

protection of the children should not interfere too much with their freedom. In my opinion, 

protection does not necessarily mean a restriction of autonomy. This is confirmed by Ana 

Maria,34 who explains that the Infancy and Adolescence Code (Código de Infancia y 

Adolescencia), the law that protects child ex-soldiers, states that the reintegration programs of 

the ICBF have to offer integral assistance without restricting the children’s liberty. However, 

many youngsters I spoke to expressed to be dissatisfied with the lack of freedom and 

autonomy within the institutions of the ICBF. Manuel, a child ex-soldier, explains: 

 

‘There was no freedom at all. We were locked up inside the CAE. If we 

went to the park or to school one of the staff members would always go 

with us. At the beginning I was not even allowed to talk to my family.’35  

 

This lack of freedom deprives the children of the possibility to make their own decisions and 

broaden their horizon. The fact that these children are cut off from the outside world does not 

                                                 
32 Momo, employee of Benposta, interview 28/03/2008 
33 Hernando, 20 years old, interview 16/05/2008 
34 Ana Maria, lawyer, researcher at the CIPC and Professor at the Universidad Externado de Colombia,       
    interview 17/04/2008 
35 Manuel, 19 years old, interview 08/05/2008 
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contribute to their social reintegration. Ana Maria states that ‘The reintegration programs for 

adolescents should be realized, as their name suggests, outside closed institutions, within the 

community and the family from which they were separated before they were voluntarily or 

forcibly recruited.’ (Rojas, 2005: 162) 

Thirdly, throughout observations and interviews with former child soldiers I have learned 

that recreation and creative activities form an indispensable part of their overall development 

and their social reintegration. It stimulates their physical and psychological wellbeing as well 

as their social development. Lucia36 explains that through recreational and creative activities 

children can express themselves, develop social skills, find legitimate ways to ventilate their 

aggression, frustrations and fears, establish friendships, use and arouse their fantasy, train 

their physical condition, build up self-esteem and discover new passions, among others. 

Through recreation former child soldiers can simply be children again and have fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 3: 

In the last week of my research I had organized a jazz 

concert in El Paraiso, the poorest neighbourhood of 

Bogotá. This part of the city is terrorized by new urban 

paramilitary groups, who, under the pretext of social 

cleansing, kill every adolescent who refuses to cooperate. 

The concert was meant to be a festive happening though, 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, psychological treatment in case of traumas is of vital importance to promote the 

psychological wellbeing and the social reintegration of former child soldiers.  As we have 

seen before, high levels of violence, the constant risk of being injured or killed, constant fear 

and insecurity, sexual mistreatment and being separated from family and friends, in many 

cases, causes psychological harm and seriously affects the psychological development of  

children who have actively participated in an armed conflict. Since untreated traumas can 

result in a wide variety of mental disorders, physical ailments and obstruction of the social 

                                                 
36 Lucia, psychologist, professor at the Universidad de los Andes, interview 12/03/2008 
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and cognitive development of the child, psychological treatment should be a priority within 

the reintegration program. Throughout my research I met many children who confirmed to 

have psychological problems and almost all of them expressed that they wish they could talk 

to someone about these problems. Antonio states: 

 

‘When I was in the ELN, I was shot in my leg. After that I was very 

confused, traumatized. I had weird dreams and I am often afraid that the 

person that shot me, will come to finish the job and kill me. I wish I 

could talk to somebody about this. A psychologist maybe, somebody 

who can help me.’37 

 

In addition, when children demobilize from armed groups they need immediate medical 

attention. As we have seen the children suffer from all kinds of tropical diseases, sexually 

transmitted diseases, trauma’s and the effects of working in the production of cocaine. 

Moreover, children are often addicted to alcohol, tobacco and marihuana when they 

demobilize from illegal armed groups and they suffer from injuries and wounds, which have 

often been neglected for weeks or even months. Finally, sexually transmitted diseases and 

pregnancy related health problems form serious threats to the former child soldier’s physical 

and mental wellbeing.  

Finally, the majority of the female child ex-soldiers, who join the programs for 

adolescents between eighteen and twenty-four years old, are pregnant or have young children 

and they all affirmed that their first pregnancy was unplanned. Therefore, especially girls need 

to learn how to protect themselves from sexual abuse and both boys and girls need to learn 

how to deal with sexual reproduction and sexuality in a healthy way. ‘For the Ombudsman’s 

Office it is clear that the findings on the exercise of sexual and reproductive rights in the 

illegal armed groups, particularly those related to sexual violence, the forced use of 

contraceptives, adolescent pregnancy, the loss of children before birth and forced abortion 

make it necessary for the population that is the victim of such practices to receive integral 

medical and therapeutic care, intervening in the effects caused by such events on their psyches 

and the quality of their sexual and reproductive lives’ (Ombudsman’s Office, 2006, 41). 

.  

§2   Economic needs 

                                                 
37 Antonio 21 years old, interview 14/05/2008 
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To begin with, former child soldiers need education to be able to economically reintegrate 

into society. To find a decent job in the formal sector, education and vocational training are 

required. However, the lack of education during their life in the ranks has affected the 

opportunities for the future in a negative way. In addition, Lucia38 states that the active 

participation in an armed conflict possibly had an effect on the cognitive development of 

these children. Concentration problems, underdeveloped fine motor coordination and a 

decreased ability to deal with intense stress, are the results of the stagnation of brain 

development and PTSD. Yanet39 passionately argues that specific teaching methods and 

materials, which take the arrears of these children into account, are very important. 

Because completing primary and secondary education alone is not enough to prepare the 

youngsters on the job market, vocational training is necessary. In addition, Enrique40 explains 

that to be able to receive a micro credit from the ACR to start a small business, at least 300 

hours of vocational training are required. Especially the older children and adolescents are 

attracted to the vocational training that increases their chances and relates to their interests. 

At the same time Gustavo41 explains that a lack of education and experience is not the 

only factor that affects these youngsters’ perspective on the future. Many former child 

soldiers lack the social skills, self-confidence and the abilities and creativity to make adequate 

decisions. These children have grown up in an armed group, where the norms and values are 

completely different from those in the civil society. Indoctrination and the reality of everyday 

life in an armed group have taught these children to follow orders, instead of making 

deliberate choices. In addition, Jose Luis42 explains that many children have lived most of 

their lives in rural areas. They lack the education and skills to find their way around in the 

urban areas where they are reintegrating and they have no imagination of the opportunities the 

city offers. To make sure that youngsters do not become prey to organized crime and armed 

groups again, former child soldiers need to learn how to design a life plan, which forces them 

to focus on their perspective on the future. 

Finally, it is very important to arrange the child’s identity papers as soon as he or she 

enters a reintegration program. Rosa Maria43 explains that it might initially seem unimportant 

to formally establish the child’s identity, but for minor children in the program of the ICBF it 
                                                 
38 Lucia, psychologist, professor at the Universidad de los Andes, interview 14/04/2008 
39 Yanet, Anthropologist, founder of a CROJ, coordinator of Foro Joven, interview 25/04/2008 
40 Enrique, former child soldier and employee at CROJ Cafam, interview 28/04/2008 
41 Gustavo, Coordinator of CROJ Cafam, interview 15/04/2008 
42 Jose Luis, Coordinator of the child soldier department at the IOM, interview 18/02/2008 
43 Rosa Maria, Social worker, employee of the ICBF, interview 18/04/2008 
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is of crucial importance, because it facilitates the search for their family and it provides them 

with certain privileges. The Colombian Institute of Educational Accreditation and Technical 

Study Abroad (Instituto Colombiano de Credito Educativo y Estudios Tecnicos en el Exterior, 

ICETEX) for example offers scholarships to child ex-soldiers, who have an identity card and 

a certificate that states that they are part of the reintegration program. Jose Luis44 adds that 

later on in the process, these papers are the only entrance to the reintegration programs of the 

ACR, public health services, education, other state facilities and jobs in the formal sector.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 4: 

Lily had approached me during a psychosocial training of 

CROJ Cafam. She had asked me whether I could help her 

find a job, no matter what, how, when and where. She had 

three children and she desperately needed money to feed 

them and pay their school tuition. Her husband had left 

her and did not help her financially with the children. I 

remembered that the little cafe next to my house needed a 

waitress, so I told Lily that I would try to help her.  

After my neighbour had assured me that he needed 

a waitress and that Lily was more than welcome for a job 

 

 

 

 

 

 

§3   Social needs 

 
The life plan is not only a method that forces the children to think about the future and make a 

plan to accomplish their dreams and expectations. Part of this plan should be concerned with 

their expectations with regard to reestablishing contact with their family. Most children, 

especially girls, state that on the short term they would like to reestablish contacts with their 

family to be able to live with them on the long term. Some of the adolescents I talked to state 
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that they want to go back to financially support their family. These data are confirmed by the 

Ombudsman’s investigation, which states that ‘around 80 percent of these youngsters want to 

live with their families and leave the program, as a recognized social group providing an 

affection and protection network that provides them with security and confidence’ 

(Ombudsman’s Office, 2006: 54).  
Many youngsters also expressed the wish to start their own family. In many cases they are 

already pregnant or parent. The problem is that many relationships are unstable and children 

are often unplanned. Therefore many girls end up as single mothers. Because this seriously 

affects their social and economic reintegration, family planning should form a vital element in 

the life plan. 

The reason why almost all youngsters mentioned family as the missing aspect in their 

lives, is possibly linked to a lack of affection. According to a study performed by the Youth 

Forum, affection is mentioned as one of the most important elements that former child 

soldiers miss in their lives. Even before joining the armed group children missed the love and 

care of family members and friends: ‘15% of the boys and 25.2% of the girls expressed that 

the violence and lack of affection in their families were factors in their decision to join the 

armed group’ (Ombudsman’s Office, 2006: 21). This same report shows that affection plays 

an important role in the judgment of the quality of the ICBF reintegration program: ‘If 

protective environments are also affective, they are perceived by the children and adolescents 

demobilized from the armed groups as places where they feel a higher level of wellbeing’ 

(ibid, 2006: 46). Patricia, a former child soldier affirms that the love of significant others is 

very important: 

 

‘What I miss in life? My family! I was very close with my sister. We 

were always together. We joined the FARC together, we escaped 

together and we stayed together during the program, but now she left to 

Tolima. Her husband found a job there.’45  

 

Furthermore, apart from affectionate relationships with significant others, former child 

soldiers need the acceptance of the broader society. The inclusion of these children in their 

new community would lead to the expansion of their social network, a diminishing of their 

fear and distrust towards the people around them and an increase in social capital and feelings 
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of belonging. But the opposite happens; massive traumas and the fact that child ex-soldiers 

are easily drawn into new conflicts and crime, makes that these children are often feared, 

distrusted and looked down upon by the communities in which they are reintegrating. Ana 

Maria46 explains that although the law considers these children to be victims of war, they are 

seen by the community as perpetrators of murder, violations and torture. The stigma that they 

bear seriously impedes their overall development and reduces the possibilities to reintegrate 

socially and economically.  

When child ex-soldiers turn eighteen, they are often obliged to live in the poorer areas of 

the city, where many internally displaced people live as well. The social cohesion in these 

neighborhoods is almost completely absent. People are severely traumatized, they do not trust 

one another and excessive violence reduces the social relationships to a minimum. Afraid of 

the resentment and maybe even reprisals from neighbors and illegal armed groups in the area, 

former child soldiers are forced to hide their past and lie about their background. To the 

question whether they talk about their past, all informants responded that they do not. Some of 

them explained that they do not feel the need to be reminded of their history, but most 

admitted that they want to avoid a stigma in their new environment. Ramon, one of the former 

child soldiers I talked to, explains: 

   

‘I only have friends among the beneficiaries of the program. I am 

ashamed to talk to my neighbors. I am afraid they will ask questions I 

cannot answer. They might ask who gives me money to go to school or 

pay the rent. I would have to explain that I attend the ACR reintegration 

program. I wouldn’t want anybody to know.’47  

 

Finally, by growing up in a culture of violence, these children’s disturbed social development 

influences their behavior towards others and the world around them. As I mentioned above, 

many children lack the social skills that are required to reintegrate into civil society. Making 

important decisions, solving problems in a non-violent way, finding their way around in the 

city, showing responsibility towards themselves and others, creating opportunities for their 

future and becoming independent from the assistance offered by the reintegration programs, 

among others, are extremely difficult for most of these former child soldiers. Therefore, 
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training in social interaction skills forms an indispensable part of the reintegration process of 

these children. According to Cory,48 apart from the acquirement of knowledge, education is a 

key factor in the social development of the children. Through schooling, children are 

introduced to the norms and values that define how people live together in the civil society 

and acquire the social skills to survive in their new environment. She argues that, it is 

therefore important that the children finish at least their primary and secondary education.  

 

                                                 
48 Cory, Psychologist, employee of CROJ Cafam, interview 28/04/2008 
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Chapter 5  The challenge of achieving reintegration:  

An evaluation of the programs for former child 

soldiers 
 

In the previous chapter I have discussed the needs of former child soldiers, as established by 

the children themselves as well as by experts. This chapter will give an evaluation of how the 

reintegration programs for child ex-soldiers correspond to these needs. In other words, I will 

explain how these programs contribute to the overall development, the economic reintegration 

and the social reintegration of children and adolescents throughout their reintegration process. 

 

§1 Overall development  
 

Although the ICBF does everything within its power to protect the children under its 

responsibility, sometimes the security of the children is in danger. After being caught, 

demobilized or after having deserted, children should be handed over to the ICBF within 36 

hours, without being interrogated. ‘Decree 2767 (2004) states that minors should be excluded 

from any form of collaboration or cooperation with the public forces’ (Ombudsman’s Office, 

2005: 25). Enrique49 states that in reality children end up in prisons and military camps for 

days or even weeks and they are being subjected to interrogations and intelligence work.  

In addition, the Colombian law states that ‘all children and adolescents that are 

demobilized from illegal armed groups are considered victims of internal armed conflict’ 

(Ombudsman’s Office, 2006: 7) and therefore they should not be legally prosecuted, 

according to Ana Maria.50 The opposite happens, since all children that enter the ICBF 

reintegration program are subjected to a judicial process by special youth judges, who convict 

them of rebellion. This contradicts with both Colombian law and international agreements 

signed by the government. 

With regard to security matters, indigenous children, who often originate from the most 

dangerous zones in the country, require special attention. Unfortunately, the majority of the 

specific indigenous programs are still under development and they encounter problems 

concerning the safety of the children. Although indigenous children face additional challenges 
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when reintegrating in urban areas like Bogotá, very few children go back to their original 

communities. Most indigenous children end up in the regular ICBF reintegration program, 

where no special attention is paid to their cultural background. In some cases children do go 

back to their original communities, despite the risk of reprisals from the state or the illegal 

armed group they formed part of. Mario, the leader of an indigenous village in the north of 

Cauca, told me the story of two youngsters that have returned to their village after they 

deserted from the FARC:  

 

‘We did accept the children when they came back, although both the 

FARC and the AUC came looking for them. We had to hide them in a 

cave in the mountains, otherwise they would be killed. Now they have 

to tell the younger children what life is like in the war. We hope this 

prevents other children from joining the guerrillas.51  

 

The security within the ICBF facilities also leaves a lot to be desired. According to Lucia52 

aggression and abuse are frequently occurring among the children. Violence and aggression 

are considered legitimate means to solve problems and to determine power and status. This 

means that the elder, physically stronger boys often oppress and abuse the others. Many 

youngsters I talked to confirmed this. Others stated that they smoked marihuana in the CAE.  

Giovanni tells: 

 

‘In the CAE we had many sexual relationships. Sometimes we raped 

the girls. We stole from the other children as well. I was very 

aggressive. The atmosphere was very negative.’53  

 

According to Elena54, who has worked in an entry home of the ICBF for years, the personnel 

of these facilities often know what is going on, but they are incapable of breaking through the 

violence among the children. The staff members that take care of the daily routine in these 

facilities are often uneducated. Two of the beneficiaries of the CROJ I talked to are now staff 

members in a CAE in Bogotá. They confirmed they have never been trained to do this job. 

One of the girls added that there are many relationships between the personnel and the girls in 
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52 Lucia, psychologist and Professor at the Universidad de los Andes, interview 12/03/2008 
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the CAE. ‘These relationships have a short life-span and the staff members frequently change 

their girlfriends.’55  

We have seen that both the children and experts criticize the way in which the ICBF 

handles the measures of protection. These measures are meant to guarantee the safety of the 

children, but in reality they miss their goal and isolate the children from the outside world and 

their family. Escorting a seventeen-year-old to school does not necessarily protect him from 

the dangers he faces and it certainly does not prepare him to be safe on his own.  

I suspect that the strict rules are sometimes used as a means to control the children; 

protection seems to be confused with domination. I understand that drastic measures have to 

keep danger away from the children, but it does not excuse why the children should be held in 

captivity for an indeterminate period of time, while being deprived of the possibility to 

establish contact with their family and friends outside the program.  

In my opinion, some of the rules are not pedagogical. For example, in case of inadequate 

behavior, like smoking a cigarette, children are not allowed to go to school or have dinner. In 

addition, children complained about the fact that privileges are being taken away as a form of 

punishment. This measure is not inadequate at all, but it does become ineffective when it is 

not accompanied by a system of rewarding or if the rules are being managed arbitrarily. In 

many cases the reprimand does not only affect the children involved in the problem, but all 

thirty children in the CAE. Luis, a former child soldier explains: 

 

‘Once a month we would go on a trip. But if we had not behaved well 

during that month we would not go. For whatever reason they would 

take our privileges. They do not understand that it gives tension if 

none of us can watch television for a week because two of the boys 

have been fighting.’56  

 

The arbitrariness prevents the children from getting insight in the consequences of their 

actions and making deliberate choices.  

When children are locked up inside the institution one would expect that the program 

offers them enough recreational and creative activities, to prevent the children from getting 

bored. To the question whether many activities were organized during their stay in an ICBF 
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facility I received various answers. Some children went to museums, parks, the cinema, the 

beach, amusement parks, theaters, tourist sites, libraries and sports events. They confirm that 

there were activities in the CAE on a daily basis and that they would go on trips during the 

weekend. Arturo remembers: 

 

‘We did many activities; sports, dancing, theater and art. We went on 

trips to touristic sites and book fairs. We even went to other cities, to 

reunions of CAE all over Colombia. That was great, because we met 

friends that we had lost out of sight for a long time.’57  

 

Other children, who had stayed in different CAE, had completely different experiences. They 

told me that there were very few recreational and creative activities. They would sometimes 

go to the park to play football for half an hour. Jaime comments: 

 

‘I stayed for six months in a CAE outside Bogotá. We once went to 

the cinema and we went to the park once. Every two to three months 

they organized an activity. Apart from that they organized a training in 

jewellery making. After six months I was so bored that I left.’58  

 

Lucia59 explains that the reason why these differences are so big is that the ICBF contracts 

local NGOs to execute the reintegration program. Some organizations generate more income 

than others. The ICBF does not provide these NGOs with an income or guidelines for how to 

deal with child ex-soldiers. Many NGOs do not have enough knowledge about the 

background and the needs of the children. They lack the professional knowhow to adequately 

cope with former child soldiers and to create desirable circumstances for this population. In 

case of bad financial management, creative and recreational activities often disappear fast 

from the organization’s priority list. 

Another aspect that is not always on the priority list of the ICBF is the children’s need for 

psychological assistance. Manuel gets an angry look in his eyes when he talks about the 

psychological assistance he received in the ICBF facilities: 
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‘I left the ACC under very harsh circumstances. It was very traumatic. 

I needed help. I had nightmares, I was afraid and I did not trust 

anybody. I was afraid they would come after me or my family. At the 

ICBF there was no psychological treatment available. There was no 

specialized personnel, nobody I could talk to. Every now and then we 

could talk to a few psychology students.’60  

 

Although many children show signs of a Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), only ten to 

fifteen percent of the children in the ICBF reintegration program are actually diagnosed as 

traumatized. During the second phase of the program these children go to Institutions of 

Protection, where they receive specialized psychological treatment. Throughout the first phase 

of the program, when children stay in entry homes, no psychological assistance is offered, 

because the period children stay in these homes is considered too short. But, since most 

children stay in an entry home for three months, instead of the prescribed 45 days, I wonder 

whether this lack of treatment is justified. 

The children in the institutional or socio-family course receive psychosocial assistance, 

based on a model for Psychosocial Support (Modulos para el Acompañamiento Psicosocial) 

designed by the International Organization of Migration (IOM), the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID) and the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare (ICBF). 

According to Claudia, psychologist and employee of CROJ Cafam, this Model for 

Psychosocial Support to child ex-soldiers in the ICBF facilities is very limited and superficial, 

with regard to the treatment of traumas.  She confirmed that it is only a tool that can be used 

for the psychosocial trainings that focus on designing a life plan (Plan de Vida), but not for 

the treatment of traumas. The deficiency of knowhow among the staff of the ICBF can further 

be explained by the fact that the psychosocial assistance offered in CAE is often executed by 

social workers, because of the lack of psychologists. 

According to Lucia61 the reason that very few children are correctly treated for their 

traumas is that the ICBF lacks the knowledge and capacities to effectively deal with PTSD 

among child ex-soldiers. It is clear that the western models of psychoanalysis do not apply to 

children in Colombia, but an alternative is not available. There is not enough knowledge and 

experience to adequately treat former child soldiers.  
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The psychosocial assistance, offered to youngsters in the ACR reintegration program, is 

based on the same model for Psychosocial Support. Every youngster has his/her own tutor, 

who is either a psychologist or a social worker.  These tutors accompany about 120 pupils 

each. Their work consists of weekly trainings focused on social skills and designing a plan for 

their life and future, a domiciliary visit of their pupils once every three months and the 

organization of a community and a family activity monthly. According to the tutors who work 

at CROJ Cafam, it is impossible to execute all the activities the ACR requires. Between 

November 2007 and April 2008 there has been only one family activity, there have been no 

community activities and they have not yet visited most of their pupils even once. During the 

trainings I have experienced that the tutors do not even know the names of some of their 

pupils. 

Fortunately, with regard to the medical attention offered by the reintegration programs for 

child ex-soldiers I have heard a lot more positive stories. All the youngsters I talked to 

confirm that both the ICBF and the ACR offer good medical services. Rosa Maria62 explains 

that the first three months, all children receive a carta de salud, a health card, which gives the 

children access to all the medical services they need. After that they enter the Identification 

System for Beneficiaries of Social Subsidy (Sistema de Identificación de Beneficiarios de 

Subsidios Sociales, SISBEN), a government initiative to pay the health services for those who 

cannot afford medical attention. According to the law (Ley 100) a certain percentage of a 

person’s salary is saved for health services. Those who do not work have the right to join the 

SISBEN. The programs for adolescents between eighteen and twenty-four years old help the 

youngsters find their way to this system. According to Gustavo63, the coordinator of CROJ 

Cafam, SISBEN pays for all their medical attention, which means that all youngsters have 

access to public health services.  

Even most pregnant women stated that they are well taken care of and that they receive 

very decent medical attention during their pregnancy. They are regularly controlled and they 

receive echo graphics and medical assistance in case of emergencies. To be able to 

accompany women during their pregnancy, hospitals organize special courses for these 

women; they teach them what to eat and what not, how to stay healthy, how to give birth and 

how to breast feed, among others. This course continues until three months after the birth of 

the baby. After the child has been born, mother and child receive postnatal attention for four 

years.  
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I have met only one girl, who did not receive this kind of attention. I knew Milu64 from 

the psychosocial trainings at CROJ Cafam. She was five months pregnant with twins. She 

suffered from high blood pressure, but she did not receive any medical attention and she had 

never had an echo graphic made. She told me that the women who work or have a working 

husband, pay security and are well attended. Many of the girls in the reintegration program 

are jobless single mothers though. They depend on the SISBEN, which officially provides 

them with all the medical attention they need. According to Milu, in reality, there are no 

hospitals that provide regular medical attention to pregnant women who depend on the 

SISBEN. Only in case of emergency some hospitals provide help.  

Although all children receive sexual education throughout the reintegration programs of 

the ICBF, in my opinion sexual education is not enough to teach girls to deal with sexuality 

and sexual reproduction in a healthy way. To protect girls and young women from sexual 

abuse and getting pregnant against their will, a self-defence course should be designed that 

focuses on the development of self-esteem and a healthy perception of the body. It should also 

teach the girls where they can receive legal assistance and women’s shelters. Until now, the 

Centres for Opportunity and Reference do not execute specific programs for girls, although 

some of my informants have indicated that it would be good to create such courses. Diana, an 

eighteen year old former child soldier, pregnant, states: 

 

‘CROJ Cafam should have space for young women. They should 

teach us how to be a mother, how to defend ourselves and how to gain 

self-esteem. The problems we have are very different from the 

problems the boys have, but nobody seems to understand that. I 

wonder why there is never any attention for our problems during the 

psychosocial trainings.’65 

 

§2 Economic Reintegration 
 

In the first phase of the ICBF reintegration program, the child’s educational level is evaluated. 

After 45 days, he or she enters the second phase of the program and starts attending primary 

or secondary education. The children go to regular public schools outside the institution. Most 

youngsters are too old to attend a normal primary or secondary school though. They follow a 
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special program at night, organized by an institution called National Education Service 

(Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje, SENA). They receive the same education that is offered in 

normal primary and secondary schools, but focused on adolescents and adults. 

Although most youngsters admit that it is important to go to school, they do not like to 

study and they are not used to going to school anymore. According to the Ombudsman’s 

Office, ‘around 10% of the population entering the ICBF program had no schooling at all, 

65.6% had some level of primary, and only 24.9% had been able to study some part of 

secondary’ (Ombudsman’s Office, 2006: 26) Most youngsters are more interested in 

vocational training that prepares them for a job and increases their chances on the job market. 

Moreover, unattractive teaching methods and materials do not awake their interest in primary 

and secondary education either. According to Ana Maria66 special educational and 

pedagogical models designed for children who have become victims of the armed conflict, 

should be developed. During the second phase of the reintegration program, that takes eight 

months to a year, the goal is to raise the level of education and accelerate the education 

process. It is a goal that cannot be reached in such a short period of time, when 75% of the 

children have not finished primary school, at an average age of sixteen.  

Apart from being unattractive, the education offered during the reintegration programs is 

fragmented and temporary, because the children move from one phase to the other. This 

means that they have to change schools all the time. Sometimes children have to abandon 

school, because in their new neighborhood there are not enough schools or because the 

scholarship they receive ends when they move to a new phase. 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the youngsters need vocational training to further 

increase their chances on the job market. The problem is that to be able to enter a regular 

vocational course one needs to complete his primary and secondary education. Because the 

majority of the beneficiaries cannot meet this prerequisite, the ACR and the SENA developed 

special courses for demobilized child soldiers. In three to four months these youngsters learn 

how to be a baker, a cook or a car mechanic. They can also learn to work in confection, to 

work with computers and to run a small business. These specialized courses are offered once 

every few months and there is only a limited amount of places available.  

The vocational trainings developed by the ACR and SENA should stimulate economic 

reintegration, but in reality the courses offered are too short to prepare them well on the 

profession they are supposed to learn and they do not correspond to the availability of jobs. 
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Most youngsters have a file full of diplomas, but they cannot find the job for which they have 

been trained. Of course, their unemployment depends on other factors as well, but it does 

raise questions about the effectiveness of the courses. Patricia, a former child soldier, 

comments: 

 

‘I have a box full of diplomas. I have done about seven or eight 

courses in computer maintenance, bakery, confection, cooking, 

English and administration, but I cannot find a job, because I do not 

have any experience. I would love to do a course to become a 

beautician, but all the courses are full.’67  

 

To further improve the children’s perspective on the future, the reintegration programs offer a 

few other services. The local government of Bogotá, the Chamber of Commerce, the United 

States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the International Organization of 

Migration (IOM) have joined forces in an initiative to convince businesses in Colombia and 

abroad to hire former child soldiers. Their goal is to develop an integral strategy to engage the 

private sector in the reintegration process of former combatants of illegal armed groups. At 

the moment over 250 enterprises are involved in this project, but the plan is to increase the 

number to over a thousand. 

In addition, the local government of Bogotá offers a six-month-contract to all ex-

combatants of illegal armed groups, when they arrive at the reintegration program in Bogotá. 

This contract provides the beneficiaries with an income (they earn the minimum wage of 

465.000 pesos, which is the equivalent of €155,-) and leaves them enough time to study and 

attend the psychosocial trainings that are part of the program. 

Furthermore, the ACR provides its individually demobilized beneficiaries with a micro 

credit of eight million pesos (approximately €2700,-) to set up a small business, on the 

condition that they have completed their primary and secondary education and 300 hours of 

vocational training. Tejido Humano, one of the organizations in the network of CROJ Cafam 

offers an additional 3.5 million pesos (approximately €1200,-) to former child soldiers. This 

money does not go directly to the adolescents. They make a business plan and CROJ Cafam 

pays the bills with the money offered by the ACR. 
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Despite all these initiatives the economic reintegration of former child soldiers remains 

problematic. They do not have a clear idea of what they want to do. Short-term thinking and 

inconsistent behavior dominate these youngsters’ choices. The psychosocial assistance 

offered by the CROJ should help them to make a plan for their life and their future, but the 

psychosocial trainings they receive are insufficient and inadequate. Carlos, one of the former 

child soldiers I spoke to, tells how he experiences the weekly trainings: 

 

‘The trainings are a joke, a way to blackmail us. If we do not come, 

we lose our privileges. We all go, because they pay us for it, but 

nobody likes the trainings. We know beforehand what they are going 

to tell us, they always repeat the same messages. The worst part is that 

I have to ask my boss permission to go there.’68  

 

After two months of observations during the trainings I have concluded that the tutors lack the 

time and skills to design good quality instructions. Therefore the effects of the psychological 

assistance and the will to actively participate among the beneficiaries are reduced to a 

minimum. 

 

 Box 5: 

 It is a quarter past ten when Noemi and Elena, the two 

tutors, arrive at the training that is supposed to start at ten 

o’clock. A group of youngsters strolled inside and 

flopped into a chair. Noemi starts distributing small 

comic books: Maya Nasa against the evil forces. The 
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 Continuation box 5: 
 After reading the story we were divided in small 

groups and we were ordered to talk about how 

children can be prevented from joining armed 

groups and how the story of Maya Nasa contributes 

to prevention. Most girls in my group used this time 

to gossip about a girl I did not know and one girl 

tried to catch up some sleep, but the boys started a 

conversation about the topic of today’s training.  

According to one of the boys it was ridiculous that 

he had to take a morning of from work to read a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To facilitate the economic reintegration of the youngsters, we have seen that it is of crucial 

importance to have identity papers. Children who turn eighteen need a CODA certificate to be 

able to enter the ACR reintegration program. The ICBF is supposed to take care of the 

solicitation of this certificate within two years after the child’s demobilization. In some cases 

the ICBF does not arrange the papers in time and the eighteen-year-old ends up without being 

able to solicit help from the ACR. Francisco explains why he does not receive any help from 

the government: 

 

‘From one day to the other I was out on the streets. I had to find a job. 

I took every job that was available. At the beginning it was very 

difficult. As a former combatant it is very hard to find work. I was 

twelve when I joined the FARC. The only thing I have learned is to 
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shoot, kill and fight. Nobody wants to hire an employee with these 

skills and experience’69  

 

Although minor child ex-soldiers are assured of the assistance of the ICBF, whether they have 

papers or not, as we have seen the lack of identity papers does affect them in a negative way. 

Nonetheless, 23.8% of the children in the ICBF reintegration programs does not have a birth 

certificate, half of them does not have an identity card and 43.2% of them has no CODA 

certificate.  

 

§3 Social Reintegration 
 

As we have seen, most children express the wish to reestablish contact with their family and 

go home at some point in the future. The International Red Cross helps children find their 

family in case they have been forced to leave their home town. Furthermore, the children state 

that the ICBF facilitates family reunions and children are allowed to call home twice a month. 

Unfortunately, for most of these children a permanent family reunion is a dream that never 

comes true. The risk of being harmed or bringing insecurity to their families and communities 

and the risk of being recruited again are too high to be able to return home. The only contact 

they are able to reestablish is over the phone or an occasional visit.  

To those children who do return home, the ICBF is supposed to guarantee the child’s 

safety and wellbeing by offering assistance and a conditional subsidy to the family by an 

interdisciplinary team. But according to the ICBF’s own statistics only in 12,54% of the cases 

this process is continued. (ICBF-OIM, 2004 in Rojas, 2005: 175) Adolfo confirms that when 

he left the institution of the ICBF to live with his brother, all help stopped: 

 

‘I had to fill in a lot of papers to be able to go and live with my 

brother. When I finally managed to arrange everything I did not 

receive any help from the ICBF. I had to stop studying, because I did 

not receive and financial aid and they never came to visit me.’70  

 

Although affection is one of the most important elements that former child soldiers miss in 

their lives, reintegration programs do not pay any attention to this aspect. In many CAE the 
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atmosphere is very hostile; distrust, fear, aggression and violence dominate social 

relationships between the children and between the children and the personnel. Antonio is one 

of the youngsters that does not have very good memories of his time in the ICBF institutions: 

 

‘I went to four different CAE. Every time I had problems with the 

other children. We fought and stole from each other. We didn’t follow 

the rules, because there were too many rules. Therefore they punished 

us by taking away our privileges. The distance between us and the 

staff members was enormous.’71  

 

Mainly because of the lack of affection in the CAE, the ICBF nowadays makes an enormous 

effort to accommodate the children with foster families. Unfortunately, the majority of the 

children are still in the institutional course. 

A few youngsters declared that the distance between themselves and the tutors of the 

CROJ is even bigger. Andreti explains: 

 

‘We see our tutors only once a week during the trainings. There is no 

time to talk to them or ask questions. I am afraid to talk to my tutor. 

She does not seem very interested in us. The staff does not understand 

us.’72  

 

Noemi,73 who has worked in a CAE for three years, explains that the children do not only fear 

and distrust the staff members, but the same holds true the other way around. Many staff 

members share the opinion that child ex-soldiers are lost and they do not believe that it is still 

possible for them to successfully reintegrate into society. I was baffled to hear that even 

within the institutions of the ICBF the stigma of being worthless is projected on the children.  

In general, removing the stigma that bothers former child soldiers seems to be 

problematic. The first chapter of this thesis explains that to realize reconciliation, transitional 

justice, truth commissions and providing information, could dispel hatred and fear. In 

addition, finding commonalities between the communities and former child soldiers could 

further remove distrust, misconceptions and stigmas. A good example of a common goal 

                                                 
71 Antonio 21 years old, interview 14/05/2008 
72 Andreti, 21 years old, interview 19/05/2008 
73 Noemi, Social worker, employee of CROJ Cafam, interview 07/05/2008 
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would be the improvement of the neighborhood and the wellbeing of its inhabitants, which 

could be realized by community development projects executed by both parties. 

In the past the government has not done much in this regard. By not preparing the 

community on the arrival of demobilized combatants, a lot of problems have risen in the past. 

For example, a few years ago the accommodations for demobilized combatants had to be 

closed, because alcoholism and drug abuse among former combatants created violent 

confrontations between them and the neighbors. Since then, a lack of willingness and 

understanding from the side of the communities has only contributed to the increased 

stigmatization of former child soldiers. 

To promote reconciliation and the social reintegration of former combatants of illegal 

armed groups, the local government of Bogotá nowadays offers an additional program, the 

Complementary Attention Program to the Reincorporating Population Present in Bogotá 

(Programa de Atención Complementaria a la Población Reincorporada con Presencia en 

Bogotá, PACPRPB) as a supplement to the ACR reintegration program. When ex-combatants 

first arrive at Bogotá, they are introduced to the city. Throughout a week they are shown 

around to get to know the city, its main attractions, the means of transportation and the most 

important institutions. 

Within this program there is a special team that organizes activities in the communities to 

prepare the people for the newcomers and to improve the image of former combatants. This 

team coordinates all different kinds of activities, like sports events, concerts, information 

campaigns for children through theater, the construction of gardens and parks, painting murals 

and volunteer work in the communities, executed by former combatants. The problem is that 

this team consists of only eight people for the whole city of Bogotá. Alexandra, employee at 

the PACPRPB states that the effects of their actions are too small to undo the stigma that 

plagues former combatants of illegal armed groups. 

Finally, the main purpose of the trainings that form part of the psychological assistance is 

to teach the youngsters social skills and abilities to design a plan for life. Unfortunately, the 

quality of the trainings is so low, that I do not think the beneficiaries learn much at all. Both 

tutors and beneficiaries show up late, most trainings do not take more than an hour, while they 

are supposed to last for two hours, tutors talk on the phone during the trainings, the children 

of beneficiaries attract more attention than the assignments, girls are breast feeding, people 

are sleeping, or talking to their neighbor, there are not enough seats, the assignments are 

uninteresting, so most people do not do them, et cetera. Both the tutors and the beneficiaries 
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affirmed that the youngsters do not learn much and that most of them just come because it is 

mandatory. 
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Conclusion 
 
 

Over the past few decades, a disturbing dilemma, namely that of the active participation of 

children in violent armed conflicts, has become visible in countries all over the world. This 

certainly holds true for Colombia, where 14.000 children are estimated to participate in illegal 

armed groups. Therefore, Colombia ranks among those countries that utilize the highest 

numbers of child soldiers.  

For almost five decades, the country has been tied up in a violent internal conflict that 

takes its toll among the entire population. Massive traumas and a culture of violence have 

emerged, which create a spiral of violence that damages the social tissue of society. The 

relationships between people are characterized by violence, fear and distrust. The binding 

elements within society, like social capital, solidarity and feelings of belonging and equality, 

are decaying.  

Within this vicious cycle of violence, fear, traumas and a diminished social cohesion, 

children, especially those who live under the most precarious circumstances, easily become 

child soldiers. Children, sometimes only eight years old, decide to leave the miserable 

circumstances at home to search for better chances in illegal armed groups. The sad reality is 

that these children are turned into weapons of war, whose development is only further 

obstructed by heavily traumatizing experiences. 

 As soon as children are being caught or demobilized or after having deserted, the 

Colombian Institute for Family Welfare (ICBF) offers them the possibility to enter a 

specialized reintegration program. The children first go to an entry home, after which they 

move to a specialized care center, an institution of protection or a foster family. Although the 

aim is to reunite the children with their family, in most cases the risk of reprisals and repeated 

recruitment by one of the armed groups, deprives the children of the possibility to return 

home. When youngsters turn eighteen they leave the ICBF reintegration program and enter 

the adult program of the High Counsel for the Social and Economic Reintegration of Armed 

Persons and Groups (ACR). During this transition, youngsters receive additional assistance by 

Juvenile Centers for Reference and Opportunity.  

 The challenge of reintegrating into society is not an easy one. Most children are 

physically weakened by malnutrition, exhaustion, injuries and diseases. In addition, the 

difficult circumstances in which the children grew up before recruitment, the loss of friends 

and family, indoctrination, sexual abuse, the constant threat of being punished, injured or 
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killed and other traumatizing experiences have damaged many children psychologically. 

Finally, their distrust and fear towards others, their inability to solve problems in a non-

violent way, the absence of family and friends, a lack of social abilities, stigmatization and 

their incapacity to take deliberate, autonomous decisions regarding their own life and their 

future, characterize the social situation in which former child soldiers find themselves. With a 

lack of education or a decent preparation for the future, it is incredibly hard to successfully 

reintegrate into a society that is marked by poverty, inequality and an ongoing civil war. 

In this situation, what children need, to stimulate their overall development, is protection, 

assistance to become autonomous and independent, recreation, psychological treatment, 

medical attention and sexual education. In addition, to promote their economic reintegration, 

former child soldiers need education, vocational training, identity papers and the ability to 

generate a plan for life, which contributes to the creation of better chances for their future. 

Finally, to encourage the social reintegration of child ex-soldiers, they need support to 

reestablish contact with their family and create the conditions to start their own family, 

affection, acceptance by the broader society and the acquirement of social abilities. 

With regard to the question whether the needs of reintegrating former child soldiers are 

met by what reintegration programs currently offer, I have to be very critical. First of all, 

insufficient support is offered by the program to the overall development of the children and 

adolescents. The security measures that have to guarantee the protection of the children are 

inadequate and they prevent the children from becoming independent human beings that 

know the consequences of their actions and make deliberate choices with regard to their life 

and their future. In some institutions the children are not offered enough recreational and 

creative activities, which impedes the development of self-expression, social skills, 

friendships, fantasies, their physical condition, self-esteem, personal interests and adequate 

manners to express their aggression, frustrations and fears. Perhaps it is most disturbing that 

the ICBF fails to fulfill the children’s needs of psychological assistance. Because of 

inadequate treatment methods and a lack of skilled personnel, the ICBF lacks the knowhow 

and capacities to effectively deal with traumas among child ex-soldiers. The medical attention 

children receive is of good quality. Former child soldiers confirm that both the ICBF and the 

ACR offer good medical services and most adolescents seem to be in good physical condition 

when they turn eighteen. 

Secondly, despite the enormous effort made to stimulate their economic reintegration, 

many former child soldiers remain largely financially dependent on the State when they 

become adults. Although all children go to school, it is not possible to bridge the gap in their 
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education in a short period of time. Moreover, it is hard to stimulate the children, when 

teaching materials are unattractive and the education is fragmented. The vocational courses, 

designed by the ACR and the National Education Service (SENA), are too short to provide a 

decent preparation on the job market and the offer is limited. Because the youngsters need to 

follow a vocational course to receive money from the ACR, they often choose whatever 

course is left, without considering whether this course contributes to their preparation on a 

job. A well-designed life plan could prevent this, but a lack of social abilities, independence, 

responsibility, interest, decisiveness and education make the development of such a plan a 

very hard assignment. Finally, if through negligence of the ICBF children end up without the 

right identity papers, child ex-soldiers have no access to the reintegration programs for adults 

and adolescents. This means that as soon as children turn eighteen, all help from the 

government stops. 

Finally, the reintegration programs fail to successfully contribute to the social 

reintegration of former child soldiers. Children suffer from the inability to reestablish contact 

between the children and their family and the reintegration programs neglect the children’s 

need of affection. Furthermore, very few actions are being taken to increase the acceptance of 

former child soldiers by the communities they are reintegrating. Finally, the lack of social 

abilities is insufficiently emphasized. As we have seen, the psychosocial assistance that 

should contribute to the improvement of the children’s social skills, is inadequate. 

Fortunately, the programs are continuously being improved. Knowing that the children’s 

reintegration is more successful when children stay in the socio-family course, the ICBF 

makes an enormous effort to accommodate more and more children in foster families and 

their biological families. The IOM and USAID constantly contribute financially and 

technically to the improvement of the reintegration programs. Finally, the Colombian 

government has accepted and ratified many laws over the past few years that guarantee the 

protection and well-being of former child soldiers. I would like to contribute to the 

improvement of the reintegration programs by adding a list of recommendations. 
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Recommendations 

 

Recommendations with regard to the overall development of former child soldiers: 

 

 The ICBF should make a bigger effort to instruct the institutions, to which the children 

surrender, like police forces, the army, local governments, churches and NGOs, that the 

children should be handed over to the ICBF within 36 hours after their demobilization, 

without being interrogated or held in captivity.  

 

 Reintegration programs should introduce the competence model, a methodology focused 

on the acquirement of new skills through positive reinforcement. It has been developed to 

adjust inadequate behavior of children in institutions. This model, that takes the 

development of each child as the point of departure, would provide the staff of 

reintegration programs with adequate tools to teach the children the skills they need. 

Because children are positively rewarded for the acquirement of new abilities, children are 

stimulated to actively work on their own development. The introduction of this model 

could contribute to the security within the institutions, the autonomy and independence of 

the children and  the diminishing of arbitrariness. 

 

 The ICBF should provide technical and financial support to the NGOs that execute the 

reintegration program. This support would guarantee that NGOs can provide the most 

basic needs, like education, recreation, food and clothes, at all times. In addition, it is of 

vital importance that the staff of the institutions acquire the knowledge and skills to attend 

to the specific needs of reintegrating former child soldiers. 

 

 The reintegration programs for former child soldiers should develop special projects for 

girls and young women. We have seen that girls face gender-related challenges with regard 

to their reintegration process. Up till now, the specific needs of girls and young women are 

neglected by the programs. 

 

 The reintegration programs should improve the psychological assistance they offer. First of 

all the staff should be properly trained to treat and deal with traumatized former child 

soldiers. Secondly,  more profound treatment methods should be developed, that provide 
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workable strategies for both psychologists and social workers.  Finally, psychological 

treatment should start as soon as possible after the children entered the reintegration 

program.  

 

Recommendations with regard to the economic reintegration of former child soldiers: 

 

 The vocational courses, designed by the ACR and SENA, should be improved. The courses 

have to occupy at least one to two years, depending on the course, so that the youngsters 

are prepared well to one profession, instead of being introduced to seven or eight different 

ones. In addition, the variety of the courses should increase, so that the offer corresponds to 

the youngsters’ interests and the jobs availability. 

 

 The psychosocial trainings, which are organized by CROJ Cafam to teach the youngsters 

how to design a life plan and how to increase their social abilities, should become more 

attractive. They have to correspond more to the interests of the youngsters and they should 

discuss a wider variety of topics. Again, I would like to propose the introduction of the 

competence model. At this moment all youngsters, regardless their level of development, 

have to join the same trainings. This means for example that those youngsters who already 

have a family and a job and who study at university at night, are being taught over again 

how to make a life plan and how to solve problems in a non-violent way. The competence 

model would suggest that those who already have a good life plan, do not have to come to 

the trainings regarding this subject. This could stimulate the active participation of the 

youngsters during the trainings and increase the amount of knowledge and skills they 

acquire.  

 

 The programs should stop financing those activities that do not fit into the youngster’s life 

plan. In this way, youngsters are forced to take deliberate choices and deal with the 

consequences of their decisions. Moreover, it would make an end to the youngster’s 

dependency on the state. 

 

Recommendations with regard to the social reintegration of former child soldiers: 

 

 The programs for the reintegration of former child soldiers expand their network of 

supportive institutions. Churches and sports clubs, for example, could play an important 
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role in the reintegration process of former child soldiers. Special attention should thereby 

be paid to the relationship between the regular programs and the programs for indigenous 

children. The interchange of expertise and experience could serve both programs 

individually and it could even lead to a joined operation, whereby children are 

accommodated in safe areas in the countryside.  

 

 Reintegration programs should decentralize. At this moment, most institutions are located 

in urban areas, that are alien to most children, whether indigenous or not. The ICBF should 

extend its program towards institutions in rural areas, so that children can be 

accommodated as close to their place of origin as possible. 

 

 The reintegration programs for former child soldiers should focus more on the 

reconciliation between the children and the communities the children are reintegrating into. 

The programs could stimulate the children to do volunteer work and organize community 

activities, like sports games, painting murals, cleaning the neighbourhood and the 

construction of parks and gardens. This way, the children and the neighbourhoods are 

offered opportunities to get to know eachother and to remove the stigma’s they have 

towards eachother. 
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Appendix 1:    List of informants 

 
For privacy reasons I have used fictive names for all my informants. 

 
Jose Luis: Coordinator of the child soldier department at the IOM.  
Mario:  Leader of an indigenous village in Cauca that reintegrates returning children 

Ana:  Lawyer and leader of an extensive research executed by the Defensoría del 

Pueblo and UNICEF 

Gustavo: Coordinator of Centro de Referencias y Oportunidades Juveniles de Cafam 

Momo:  Employee of Benposta, a local NGO that works with child ex-Soldiers 

Alexandra:  Employee at the Programa de Atención Complementaria a la  

Población Reincorporada con Presencia en Bogotá (Alcaldía Mayor) 

Elena:  Psychologist, employee of CROJ Cafam 

Noemi: Social worker, employee of CROJ Cafam 

Enrique: Administrator, employee of CROJ Cafam 

Cory:  Psychologist, employee of CROJ Cafam 

Rosa Maria: Social worker, employee of the ICBF 

Lucia:  Psychologist, Professor at the Universidad de los Andes 

Ana Maria: Lawyer, Researcher at the Centro de Investigación en Política Criminal, 

Professor at the Universidad Externado de Colombia 

Yanet:  Anthropologist, founder of a CROJ, coordinator of Foro Joven 

Ramon: Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 23 years old, former AUC combatant 

Arthuro:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 23 years old, former AUC combatant 

David:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, participant of Foro Joven, 22 years old, former 

FARC-EP combatant 

Francisco: Participant of Foro Joven, 22 years old, former FARC-EP combatant   

Lily:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 20 years old, former FARC-EP combatant 

Maria:   Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 19 years old, former ACC combatant 

Carlos:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 20 years old, former FARC-EP combatant 

Antonio:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 21 years old, former ELN combatant 

Diana:   Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 18 years old, former FARC-EP combatant 

Adolfo:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 19 years old, former FARC-EP combatant 

Patricia:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 19 years old, former FARC-EP combatant 

Hernando: Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 20 years old, former FARC-EP combatant 
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Giovanni:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 21 years old, former AUC combatant 

Joana:   Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 18 years old, former ELN combatant 

Jaime:   Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 21 years old, former AUC combatant 

Manuel:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 19 years old, former ACC combatant 

Luis:   Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 20 years old, former AUC combatant 

Andreti:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 21 years old, former ELN combatant 

Milu:  Beneficiary CROJ Cafam, 18 years old, former FARC-EP combatant 
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Appendix 2   List of abbreviations 

 
ACC  Autodefensas Campesinas de Casanario (Peasant Self-defense Forces of 

Casanario) 
ACIN  Asociación de Cabildos Indígenas del Norte del Cauca (Association of 

Indigenous Communities in the North of Cauca) 
ACR  Alta Consejería para la Reintegración Social y Económica de Personas y 

Grupos Alzados en Armas (High Counsel for the Social and Economic 
Reintegration of Armed Persons and Groups) 

AUC  Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (United Self-defense Units of Colombia) 
CAE  Centro de Atención Especifica (Specialized Care Center)  
CIPC  Centro de Investigación en Política Criminal (Investigation Center in Political 

Criminology) 
CODA  Comité Operativo para la Dejación de Armas (Operative Comittee for the 

Abandonment of Arms) 
CROJ  Centro de Referencia y Oportunidad Juvenil (Juvenile Center for Reference 

and Opportunity) 
DSM-IV Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV 
ECLAC Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 
ELN  Ejército de Liberación Nacional (National Liberation Army) 
FARC-EP Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia-Ejército Popular 

(Revolucionary Armed Forces of Colombia – Popular Army) 
ICBF  Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar (Colombian Institute for Family 

Welfare) 
ICETEX Instituto Colombiano de Credito Educativo y Estudios Técnicos en el Exterior 

(Colombian Institute of Educational Accreditation and Technical Study 
Abroad) 

IOM  International Organization of Migration 
NGO  Non-Gouvernmental Organization 
PACPRPB Programa de Atención Complementaria a la Población Reincorporada con 

Presencia en Bogotá (Complementary Attention Program to the 
Reincorporating Population Present in Bogotá) 

PTSD  Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
SENA  Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje (National Education Service) 
SISBEN Sistema de Identificación de Beneficiarios de Subsidios Sociales (Identification 

System for Beneficiaries of Social Subsidy) 
UNICEF United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund 
USAID United States Agency for International Development 
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